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Resumen

Cuando una evaluación de seguridad es realizada el tiempo y los recursos
son primordiales, motivo por el cuál es esencial identi�car aquellos puntos
más vulnerables y enfocarse en ellos. Dichos puntos son identi�cados en la
etapa de �Recolección de información�, convirtiendo ésta en un paso vital
durante la evaluación. Surgiendo la necesidad de conocer sí la información
recolectada ha sido manipulada por un tercero, ya sea por funcionalidad o
por objetivos de oscurecer la información. Esta investigación propone un
clasi�cador para identi�car información en ofuscada o integra, así como el
tipo de dispositivo de ofuscación, concentrándose en redes NAT, Protocol
Scrubbers y Sistemas endurecidos. A través del uso de los algorithmos KNN,
Naive Bayes, Máquinas de Soporte Vectorial y Árboles de Decisión. Obte-
niendo como resultado la clasi�cación y por lo tanto identi�cación correcta de
la naturaleza de la información así como el tipo de dispositivo que la ofuscó
en el caso de información ofuscada. A la fecha no hay propuestas del mismo
tipo, existen investigaciones durante una evaluación como lo es identi�car
Sistemas Operativos, así como en la parte �defensiva� donde proponen con-
troles de seguridad de tipo Protocol Scrubber, Sistemas endurecidos y redes
NAT, sin embargo no las hay en el lado ofensivo, como lo hace esta inves-
tigación al identi�car dichos controles de seguridad así como la información
ofuscada. También se han aportado nuevas técnicas para realizar identi�-
cación de Sistemas Operativos, analizando interacciones con el objetivo, lo
que permite realizar la identi�cación sin estar en el mismo dominio de col-
isión, impactando en temas recientes como lo es el identi�car un blanco en
movimiento.
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Abstract

When a security assessment is executed, time and resources are essential,
therefore it is important to identify those points that are most likely vul-
nerable and focus on those. Such points are identi�ed in the �Information
gathering� stage turning it in a vital step during the assessment. Emerg-
ing the necessity to know if gathered information have been manipulated
by a third party either by functionality or by obscuring information goals.
This research propose a classi�er in order to identify information into ob-
fuscated or integral, as well as the type of obfuscation device, focusing on
NAT networks, Protocol Scrubbers and hardened hosts. Through the use of
KNN, Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines and Decision Tree algorithms.
Having as a result the correct information classi�cation and therefore iden-
ti�cation and type of obfuscation device. Up to now, there are no researches
of this type, there exist researches during an assessment as can be OS Fin-
gerprinting, also in the defensive area, where were proposed security controls
to prevent such Fingerprinting, as Protocol Scrubbers, Hardened hosts, and
NAT networks, however there are not in the o�ensive area, as this research
proposed to identify such security controls able to obfuscate information and
the obfuscated information. Also did contributions in new techniques to iden-
tify Operating Systems through interactions with the target, letting identify
it without being in the same collision domain, impacting in new research
topics like identifying a Moving Target Defence security control.
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Summary

This thesis has the following organization.

Chapter 1 begins with the introduction to Security assessments, focusing
on Penetration testing. Also introduces to integral and obfuscated
information, collected from the Information Gathering stage that is
part of a Penetration Testing methodology.

Chapter 2 has the study of the State of the Art, describing related works
and comparing some ways to solve problems faced through this thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the analysis and design for two main tools, �rst one
identi�es obfuscated information and second one identi�es those devices
able to obfuscate information in a network.

Chapter 4 presents the experimentation environments and results of each
classi�er for the obfuscated information identi�cation tool and obfus-
cation devices identi�cation tool.

Conclusions and Future work Collects all results, analysing if were the
expected results. Conclusions are presented based on results and �nally
is presented the future work.
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Introduction

Through this document are presented mainly two problems faced during a
security assessment, that based on a research methodology were carried out.
Problems were focused toward a Black-box security assessment, can exist
elements that are important but no easy to identify, due each environment
has di�erent security policies and architectures where can exist devices able
to modify the original information by functionality like NAT, or because their
goal is to obscure self properties like Hardened hosts or Protocol Scrubbers
in order to mislead attackers or security testers. Facing in this research the
identi�cation of obfuscated information and also what kind of security control
was obfuscating it, through the analysis of information gathered from the
discovery phase. Based on the analysis over the implementation of security
controls able to obfuscate information, the problem to identify obfuscated
information and obfuscation devices could have been solved through the use
of classi�cation algorithms, doing feature extraction from passive and active
information gathering, having the aim to design a tool to identify Obfuscated
information and Obfuscation network devices during a Black-box security
assessment, through the use of Machine Learning algorithms, in order to
o�er a near approximation to the real target architecture, even when there
exist obfuscation devices. For Obfuscated information, contributions were
in the OS Fingerprinting through interactions with the target, letting to
an assessor identify an Operating System in a di�erent collision domain,
improving researches that achieved OS Fingerprinting in the same collision
domain. On the other hand, for Obfuscation devices identi�cation, were not
found in any research related aims to identify Obfuscation devices.
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Chapter 1

Security assessment

Based on NIST Special Publication 800-115 [1] the process of determining
how e�ectively an assessed object meets speci�c security objects is called
Information Security Assessment, performed to identify the current security
posture of an information system or organization. Letting verify security
controls that should already be implemented, or if any policies or procedures
can be rede�ned to achieve a greater level of security. Each organization has
a di�erent network architecture, something that makes complicated to stab-
lish a unique way to execute a security assessment, however, many security
organizations have done an e�ort to document and report best practices and
methodologies for the process.
On the other hand in is needed good coverage, valid, reproducible and well
documented results, having the use of security assessment methodologies.
There exist many methodologies for security assessment proposed for some se-
curity organizations, having planning, execution and post-execution as mini-
mum phases in common and described by each methodology. Most common
Security Assessment methodologies are Information Design Assurance Red
Team IDART Methodology that is a proposal from the IDART Team [2],
Guide for Assessing the Security Controls in Federal Information Systems
- NIST SP 800-53A [3] is a guide by NIST, Open Source Security Test-
ing Methodology Manual - OSSTMM proposed by the Institute for Security
and Open Methodologies ISECOM [4], and Open Web Application Security
Project - OWASP Testing Project [5]. All methodologies mentioned before
propose and struct each step to be executed, taking NIST SP 800-115 as
reference, and focusing on Penetration testing, that basically is used to test
how well a system tolerates real world attacks, being the goal for the testers
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CHAPTER 1. SECURITY ASSESSMENT 2

to compromise the system that is being evaluated, in order to be reported
with the organization and they can �x their problems.

1.1 Testing Assessment methods

According to NIST SP 800-115 [1] there exist three types of assessment meth-
ods: testing, examination and interviewing. Each assessment method in-
volves an identi�cation, validation and assess of technical vulnerabilities in
order to assist organizations regarding to their security posture, in order to
keep clients information secure, even because of are required by regulations
in certain countries.

• Examination: process consist in checking, inspecting reviewing, observ-
ing, studying or analysing an assessed object in order to understand
how the entity works and obtain evidence about e�ectively or not se-
curity conditions.

• Interviewing: implies meetings with people involved with systems secu-
rity in an organization that facilitate understanding about the security
environment to identify evidence.

• Security testing: involves to test the assessment objects under speci�ed
conditions to compare results with expected ones.

1.1.1 Security Testing assessment method

Involves at least one evaluation over entities that are being assessed, each
evaluation under speci�c conditions in order to compare the behaviour of the
assessed object with an expected one. In order to assess the security posture
of systems and networks there exist technical security testing techniques.
For example Review Techniques, that include documentation, log, rule set,
system con�guration review, �le integrity checking and even network sni�-
ing. Such techniques are useful to evaluate systems, applications, networks,
policies and procedures to �nd vulnerabilities. Commonly is executed in a
manual way by a human.

On the other hand in a technical way there exist elements that are
not easy to identify manually, due there are a huge amount of data like, ports,
services and potential vulnerabilities. Therefore are performed through the
use of automated tools. Including tasks as:
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• Network scanning

• Network port identi�cation

• Network service identi�cation

• Vulnerability scanning

This kind of technique is known as Target Identi�cation and Analysis
Technique.

Such techniques let focus on analysing the information that is col-
lected, in order to identify a path or set of steps that if they are followed, can
be compromised a system or a human element, this path or set of steps are
called Attack vector and are categorised. Can be noticed that human factor
is involved, then an attack vector is not just about exploiting software, it is
also about analysing people in order to get unauthorised information through
people. Then �exploit� term is used,

In Target Vulnerability Validation Technique, the goal is to validate
the existence of known vulnerabilities, that can be of three types:

• By design: Are legitimate features with unintended consequences that
attackers seek out to exploit.

• By con�guration: Are features that use default values, or the new value
a�ects other features, driving to a vulnerability.

• By implementation: Implementation is not according to the design.

It depends of the skill of the test team to execute each validation.
Usually include password cracking, social engineering, application security
testing, and penetration testing, validation that was considered through this
research and is studied in section 1.2. Each validation that can be performed
manual or through automatic tools, although commonly are combined.
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1.2 Penetration testing

Penetration testing is part of Testing assessment methods, where an assessor
executes real world attacks in order to identify vulnerabilities in the secu-
rity features of an application, system or network. Analysing public and
private information, that is collected using di�erent techniques. For private
information in most cases it is needed to exploit some vulnerabilities to gain
access, but in some cases although access is gained, for example to a com-
puter, it is not possible to obtain information because of access permissions,
so it is needed to elevate privileges executing another exploit in order to
gain administrator access. Also public information is important, due usually
information is public because of no good understanding by system admin-
istrators about information security, leaving unauthorised access, access to
internal information, and so on. Inducing to attackers to identify systems
and �nd known vulnerabilities in an easy way, through the use of tools that
even when a person is not a security expert, can execute a successful attack.

A penetration testing is executed because of important reasons for
an organization, like:

• Know the tolerance of an organization for a real world attack.

• Level of knowledge necessary to compromise a system.

• Countermeasures that could mitigate threats against the system.

• How well an organization can detect and respond to attacks.

Basically there exist three types of Penetration testing:
White box : The assessor have access to all information about a target,
including network diagrams, IP addresses, system con�gurations, access
credentials and so on.

Black box : The assessor does not know anything about the target,
just the name and perhaps the IP address. Then the tester must identify
the target in order to get an idea about how it is, collect all information
possible and �nd vulnerabilities using such information.

Gray box : The assessor have partially access to information about the
target, usually such information is to detail the scope of what needs to be
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tested.

Experienced administrators implement security controls for restrict-
ing access, and also to mislead an attacker. Some security controls modify
information from time to time, like Protocol Scrubbers, that modify original
implementation of network protocols, in order to prevent OS Fingerprinting
techniques, that are focused to get the Operating System that is running a
target through the analysis of network information, that usually are network
protocols. For assessors and attackers is important to know the Operating
System, due they reduce the Attack Vectors spectre, then if administrators
change such information, they can mislead to the attacker.

Hardening a system is also a security control that avoid as much as
possible information leakage. It is achieved disabling unnecessary responses,
taking care of kernel variables related to protect a system, and changing
kernel variables. This way an administrator can control what kind of in-
teractions are valid for the service that a system is o�ering, avoiding that
Fingerprinting techniques analyse all the protocols.

Also security can be taken into consideration from the network de-
sign, considering methods like NAT networks to obscure a range of systems,
even when NAT is not formally a security control, is useful to obscure a
set of systems. Nat networks have the functionality of address translation,
letting have more than one client using the same public IP address. Such
functionality prevents that an element out of the NAT network stablish any
connection that is now allowed by NAT network.

In Penetration Testing such security controls are faced, then asses-
sors execute real world attacks, identifying security controls of an application,
system or network, as an intruder could do. Once that are identi�ed, the next
goal is to evade them, in order to reach the target and obtain more informa-
tion that can be useful to identify a vulnerability. Or just can be ignored a
system that seems could take so much time to take advantage or that has
lower probability to be compromised than others. Commonly it is executed
through tools and techniques that are used by real attackers. However it is a
complicated task due most of the time are required combinations of vulnera-
bilities, meaning a deep knowledge about security in order to gain access to
more information, or not a�ect at all a system.

When a Penetration testing is executed a methodology is followed,
Figure 1.1 shows the Four-Stage Penetration Testing Methodology proposed
by NIST.
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Figure 1.1: Four-Stage Penetration Testing Methodology proposed by NIST

Starting with planning, rules are identi�ed and it is needed to be
approved by business managers. It is important because during this phase
the scope is set, limiting activities for each phase of the penetration testing
methodology. Penetration testing team must know the scope, because any
activity out of the planning can cause legal problems, among other problems.

Then all rules are set during a meeting with company managers in
order to be documented and the Pentesting team know the goals that were
set.

Then the discovery phase involves two steps:

• Information Gathering and Scanning : is collected as much as possi-
ble information from the target. Being useful to identify vulnerable
elements in the target through:

� IP address scanning

� Port scanning

� DNS scanning

� Banner grabbing
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� OS Fingerprinting

� Service identi�cation

• Vulnerability analysis: Involves comparing services, applications, oper-
ating systems and other information collected before against vulnera-
bility databases in order to �nd possible vulnerabilities and respective
exploit for a target.

A scanner in order to identify elements that are reachable from a
speci�ed communication channel, set during the planning phase. Once that
are known those elements, is executed the information gathering over each
element in order to collect information as host names, IP addresses infor-
mation, employee names, contact information, systems information and even
services information. Such information is important because o�ers a target
pro�le as a network architecture, and business hierarchy that will be analysed
in order to �nd vulnerabilities caused because of a bad design, implementa-
tion and con�guration.

An important step during Pentesting is to apply attack vectors, ver-
ifying an identi�ed potential vulnerability by attempting to exploit them.
Depending of planning phase, attacking can be or not executed, due to the
importance of systems in production. When attacking phase is executed then
each identi�ed exploit is run, if the execution is successful, vulnerability is
veri�ed.

1.3 Information gathering and scanning

As it was mentioned �Information gathering and scanning� is part of the dis-
covery phase. Such phase is so relevant during a security assessment due
should o�er an architecture near to the real about how the target's infras-
tructure is, however if any security control is obfuscating information, the
�nal architecture will di�er to the original. So it is important to identify
what information is obfuscated and what kind of security control is obfus-
cating such information, such task is not easy to do, due it is required a deep
analysis over collected data, even does not exist known tools that let's to an
assessor to get such identi�cation.

Information gathering is the process to collect information about or
related to a target, from the network, social networks, public information
of services like DNS, even from physical resources like post sticks. Physical
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information is usually collected through social engineering, that relies on
human interaction.

Network discovery is achieved through two techniques: passive and
active.

Passive technique, is an examination process because make use of
network sni�ers capturing and monitoring network tra�c. Tra�c can be
sni�ed just if the assessor is in the same collision domain as Figure 1.2
shows. Where there are two routers connected (Router1, Router2), each
of them have three machines connected to the same network segment, that
is known as a collision domain, due each of them can send data through the
same communication channel and will collide. Members outside the collision
domain do not collide with those inside. So members in collision domain 1
do not collide with members in collision domain 2. Being not possible to sni�
network tra�c from one collision domain to another di�erent. It is because
assessor must be in the same collision domain to be able to capture network
tra�c.

Figure 1.2: Collision domains example

Information that can be obtained examining a network tra�c is:

• IP addresses: List of IP addresses in a communication are obtained.

• Operating systems: OS identi�cation is achieved through the analysis
of network protocols �elds, open ports, vendors and service banners.

• Vendors: Based on the MAC address is possible to obtain the vendor,
and then relate it with other information.
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• Ports: Opened ports o�ers approximation if can be a normal user or a
service.

• Services: Relating information can be obtained a list of services prob-
ably being o�ered by an IP address.

However if communications are encrypted through secure protocols,
it is not possible to analyse information, at least not just through sni�ng.

Active technique involves interactions with the target, sending dif-
ferent types of network packets. There exist a variety of scan techniques that
interacts with the target, for example a basic IP scanning sends ICMP ping
packets to a range of IP addresses in order to know if an IP is up. For port
scanning a common technique is to connect via TCP to each port, verifying
is a response is received, obtaining a list of those ports that respond.

Also OS Fingerprinting can be achieved through active techniques,
sending a packet with speci�c �eld values to get an expected response and
compare with a database with default values for Operating Systems.

Activities executed during this phase is scanning in active or pas-
sive way, through a communication. Obtaining a network architecture that
describes how the infrastructure of the target could be implemented. It is
worth to identify each of the reached device, detailing all possible information
like open ports, services, operating system, possible �rewalls existence, and
other information that is obtained from the analysis of interactions with an
element. Even it is possible to identify the possibility of �rewall existence,
analysing how a system is responding to certain interactions. Such network
architecture is useful to identify zones like MZ and DMZ. Letting to the
tester get focused on important areas to be exploited.

Gathered information is useful for the next phase due there exist
a variety of known vulnerabilities that have being reported and added to a
exploits database. Where can be found exploits for systems with speci�cs
requirements, that come from the information collection.

On the other hand, the counterpart can be using some security con-
trols that are able to manipulate the collected information. Misleading to
the tester when the vulnerability analysis is executed. Emerging two classes
of information, obfuscated and integral. Also it is important to identify why
the information is being obfuscated. Some devices manipulate information
because of functionality, but others are implemented for such goal, to obscure
the information.
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1.3.1 Integral and Obfuscated information

Integral information is that kind of information that was created in an au-
tomated way due are produced a big amount of copies, without any security
control derived from an obscure model. However there exist systems that
modify original information when is sent through a communication channel.
For example routers, NAT networks and so on, usually modify �elds from
a packet because it is needed for functionality. Besides, there exist security
controls that are responsible of preventing attacks, like Firewalls, Protocol
Scrubbers, NAT Networks, Hardened hosts, WAF, and so on. An impor-
tant process to be prevented is OS Fingerprinting, because it is the process
of determining an Operating System, analysing a variety of characteristics
for each Operating System and creating a database of these characteristics,
letting identify di�erent systems.

Some security controls like Protocol Scrubbers or Hardened Hosts,
modify original implementation of network protocols, due they are not com-
pletely de�ned in their respective RFCs, causing that, each Operating System
implement their own values. Meaning that when an Operating System Fin-
gerprinting is executed, such values are not in a database, preventing in a
certain way an OS Fingerprinting analysis. Of course, when some proto-
cols are manipulated for preventing �ngerprinting, could exist incongruence
between analysed protocol �elds, being possible to identify those security
controls that obfuscate information. As it was mentioned in �Information
gathering and scanning� section identifying characteristics from an element
can put a tester in a good exploit selection in order to take advantage of
known vulnerabilities. Then it is relevant the correct identi�cation for a
tester.

If information was obfuscated then the possibility that a exploit exe-
cutes successfully is almost null. Due the gathered information during discov-
ery phase could be manipulated by a security control. This research propose
to identify such obfuscated information and the identi�cation of obfuscation
devices in order to achieve a correct security evaluation during a �Black box
Penetration Testing�.
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Through this Chapter were described relevant de�nitions for this re-
search, also was de�ned the context were the research was developed. Point-
ing out from a general Security Assessment concept to a speci�c assessment
method. Explaining what is a Penetration Testing, types, how is executed,
and so on, focusing in Information Gathering phase, that is where this re-
search takes place, due the goal is to identify that information collected from
Information Gathering phase, that is obfuscated, and what kind of device
was obfuscating it.



Chapter 2

Information Gathering and

Obfuscation Security Controls

Based on research methodology, Chapter 2 explores the state of the art,
analysing related researches with partial goals or similar goals but with dif-
ferent approaches. Describing the problem they faced, proposed solution,
and results that each work obtained.

This research has a preceding work [6] where was designed a per-
sistent instrument to evaluate the impact of an intrusion on a given target,
through the knowledge representation in combination with an evolutionary
strategy as a search method to reduce the possibility of an intrusion. Their
design is based on the three main elements corresponding to the main intru-
sion phases, according to Heberlein in [7] where is described that an attack
consists of three phases; the preparation phase, in which the attacker must
obtain information about the target system, it is needed to acquire general
and speci�c system information from various sources. The attack phase,
where the actual attack takes place, considering the information collected
on the previous phase and performing the most suitable attack in each case,
this considers the attack as a chain of actions. Finally, the post-attack phase,
which implies the attacker goal, it can be completed by stealing or dissem-
inating information, as in spam, or decrease the system capabilities, as in
a DoS attack. Taking this description, in the research just considered two
phases, eliminating post-attack phase due the goal is not to a�ect the sys-
tem, having mainly three aspects, knowledge representation, enumeration
and search method. Problem of this research takes place in the enumeration
step, due in a black-box security assessment there exist important entities

12
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but not easy to identify, because of each environment has di�erent policies
and architectures where could exist entities between the tester and the target
that can manipulate integral information, either by functionality like NAT
networks and gateways, or by obscuring security goals like hardened systems
or protocol scrubbers, with the aim to mislead the pentester or attacker,
being some of the main targets to identify in this research.

2.1 Security controls identi�cation

Some researches like Hardening OS Identity by Customised Masking Tech-
niques in [17] have analysed how to defeat �ngerprinting techniques, mainly
proposing security controls like Protocol Scrubbers, Hardening systems and
NAT implementation in order to obscure hosts. On the other hand there are
not works published related to identify speci�c security controls, but it was
possible to take previous analysis changing the approach to an o�ensive one,
and adding machine learning techniques to identify such security controls.

2.1.1 OS Fingerprinting

Actually does not exist any tool that discriminates between real and ob-
fuscated network information, but in an independent way there exist works
like in [8] Jason Barnes and Crowley make OS �ngerprinting using purely
passive tra�c �ngerprinting mechanism to identify hosts characteristics in-
volved in communications without interfering in any way, using essentially
SYN TCP/IP �ags, obtaining characteristics to identify HTTP clients, phys-
ical link types, and even if a host is behind a NAT device on a large network,
receiving tra�c from a Programmable Network Access doing not necessary
to make any system call. Such characteristics were not published in their pa-
per, but they published the source code, letting to know such characteristics
shown in Table 2.1.

Variable Description

wwww window size (can be * or %nnn or Sxx or Txx)
"Snn" (multiple of MSS) and "Tnn" (multiple of
MTU) are allowed.

ttt Initial TTL
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D Don't fragment bit (0 - not set, 1 - set)

ss overall SYN packet size (* has a special meaning)

OOO option value and order speci�cation (see below)

QQ quirks list (see below)

OS OS genre (Linux, Solaris, Windows)

details OS description (2.0.27 on x86, etc)

Table 2.1: Kernel variables extracted from Hardened Hosts Analysis

Having the entry format:
wwww : ttt : D : ss : OOO... : QQ : OS : Details

An example is:
16384 : 64 : 0 : 60 : M512, N,W%2, N,N, T : . : AIX : 4.3.3− 5.2

They have made evaluations in two laboratories: with constructed
tra�c and in an operational setting with real world tra�c, comparing p0f and
k-p0f tools, measuring the average maximum sustainable throughput across
30 second intervals 10 times for each mixture of tra�c and type of monitor,
resulting k-p0f better than p0f. This thesis took part of the analysis and
characteristics from k-p0f p0f, to classify mainly into three security controls
proposed in this research.

2.1.2 NAT Identi�cation

In [13], Sophon Mongkolluksamee, Kensuke Fukuda, Panita Pongpaibool pre-
sented a passive technique for detecting NATs and counting the number
of active hosts behind them, based on the observation on many operating
systems, the IP ID header �eld is a simple counter in order to count the
number of hosts accessing the Internet, based on the observation of ID �eld
in IP header, TCP sequence number and TCP source port. They set up
�ve machines with di�erent operating systems and downloaded 20 �les from
each machine. Captured the tra�c and observed the behaviour of these
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three �elds. Then modi�ed Bellovin's algorithm, which uses only IPID in-
formation to include other TCP information, namely TCP number and TCP
source port. Then created three sets of candidate sequences for values, the
big-endian IPID sequence, little-endian IPID sequence and TCP sequence,
separated through the parameters shown in Table 2.2.

Parameter IPID TCP Seq Number

timelim (sec) 5 30

gaplim 64 1460

timefac 80 70

gapfac 80 50

MemberCri 5 6

MemberCri2 50 50

OutOfOrderCri (%) 50 -

Table 2.2: Parameters used in sequence construction phase

Their research starts identifying the number of hosts behind small
NAT boxes, and commercial NAT devices, obtaining similar results. Problem
that was faced in this thesis. It was expected to have same results analysing
IP ID �eld, but nowadays some NAT devices use to change original values.

Also other researches analyse other kind of NAT features, as in [14]
Rui, Hongliang, Yang, Yixian and Cong propose a method to detect NAT de-
vices, based on support vector machine algorithm. Representing the network
tra�c as eight features and �ltered by activity value that was calculated by a
function that they proposed. Their implementation shows that the accuracy
and speci�city of the algorithm is much higher when there are more hosts
behind the NAT device. Main features they extracted are shown in Table 2.3

No Features Description

1 OUT-PKT-NUM The number of packets sent out

2 IN-PKT-NUM The number of packets received
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3 UDP-PKT-NUM The number of UDP packets

4 TCP-PKT-NUM The number of TCP packets

5 DNS-REQ-NUM The number of DNS request
packets

6 FIN-NUM The number of FIN packets

7 RST-NUM The number of RST packets

8 SYN-NUM The number of SYN packets

Table 2.3: Features to represent the characters of packet traces

Research that was useful for this thesis because of the feature extrac-
tion of network protocols, and the use of support vector machine algorithm
in their problem.

2.1.3 Protocol Scrubber researches

Protocol scrubber is another security control that modi�es default �elds of
multiple protocols in order to reduce the number of techniques than can
be used to identify an Operating System. Then Protocol Scrubbers were
analysed to take in to consideration network protocols �elds that usually a
Protocol Scrubber modi�es. Analysing congruency between protocols imple-
mentation and services banners.

In [15] is presented by Matthew Smart, the design and implementa-
tion of a TCP/IP stack Fingerprinting Scrubber, changing the default im-
plementation of:

• IP: Header �ags and type of service.

• ICMP: Size of payload.

• TCP: SACK �ag and Sequence number.

where results are successful due some tools like Nmap were unable to
identify the host operating system. Actually tools like Nmap, p0f, IpMorph
and others are unable to identify host operating systems where a Protocol
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Scrubber exist, because they compare with a database. Based on this, our
research take advantage of implementation protocols ambiguities to identify
those systems where Protocol Scrubber was installed.

In [16] Prigent, Vichot and Harrouet present IpMorph in order
to show that �ngerprint concealment and spoo�ng are uniformly possible
against di�erent known �ngerprinting tools, IpMorph is a counter-recognition
software implemented as a user-mode TCP/IP stack, ensuring session moni-
toring and on the �y packets re-writing used against �ngerprinting tools like
Nmap, Xprobe2, Ring2, SinFP and p0f. IpMorph cover more characteris-
tics and analyses deeply OS Fingerprinters, even mention those able to get
services banners in order to identify an Operating System, but they did not
cover such aspect. Our proposal covers the identi�cation of those devices
that protect an OS through the manipulation of banners structure. There-
fore is proposed a technique to identify if a service banner could have been
manipulated.

2.1.4 Hardening researches

Another security control is Hardening host, that involves more than one
security procedure. Having protections for the Operating System through
kernel patching, kernel con�guration, host �rewalls implementations, and
so on. In [17] Ratinder Kelley and Maninder Singh analysed some attacks
based on Operating System Fingerprinting. Discussing approaches that are
available to protect a system from OS Fingerprinting. For example using
a masking approach as scrubbing protocols like IP, ICMP, and TCP. Also
applying some IPTables rulesets in order to prevent known scans, like XMAS,
NULL Scan and so on. Finally they analysed kernel variables related to
network in order to enable some protections like Smurf Attack protection, IP
Spoo�ng and others. They hardened a host modifying some Kernel values in
order to have di�erent default values and face OS Fingerprinting problem.
Obtaining that �ngerprinting tools failed. Turning a hardened host into a
system that must be identi�ed during a security assessment.

System hardening commands that they implemented are:
Protecting system from Smurf Attack:

sysctl -w net.ipv4.icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts=1

Protecting routing table from being misadjusted by attackers:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_redirects=0
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sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.send_redirects=0

Protecting system from IP spoo�ng:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_source_route=0
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.forwarding=0
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.mc_forwarding=0

Droping packets if IP source and destination address makes no
sense:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.rp_�lter=1

Droping Martian packets:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.conf.all.log_martians=1

System Masking Commands: Allocate bu�er only if server's
ACK/SYN packet gets an ACK back:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies=1

No half-open connections will be logged in queue:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog=0

Controlling number of retransmissions:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_synack_retries=0

Such analysis was good for this thesis due it was possible to identify
some aspects to verify congruences.

2.2 Classi�cation algorithms for network

features identi�cation

In classi�ers and correlation topics, in [18] Claude Fachkha, explore
darknet embedded threats and categorize their severities exploring the
inter-correlation of such threats applying association rule mining techniques
to build threat association rules, the generate clusters of threats that
co-occur targeting a speci�c target proving that speci�c darknet threats are
correlated. Such research characterizes information in such way, conditional
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probability is used to make prediction and information correlation between
threats, problem also faced in this research when relation between network
architecture identi�ed and obfuscated information identi�ed.

Finally we noticed that any research is focused on gathering and classifying
information to make analysis in a prevention way, but as countermeasure
in order to evaluate systems there is not work at all, however it is worth
mentioning that some researches have evaluated advantages and drawbacks
for manual and automated penetration testing like Yaroslav Ste�nk, Andrian
Piskozub and Roman Banakh proposed in [19], but no complete methodology
implementation research have been published .

Once that the state of the art was analysed, proposed security con-
trols that this research faced were mainly Protocol Scrubbers, NAT networks
and Hardened hosts, o�ering a better understanding of the proposal in Chap-
ter 3. Complementing the hypothesis to identify Obfuscated Information
through the OS Fingerprinting for di�erent network protocols, and identi-
fying Obfuscation devices through the study of �elds modi�ed for each of
them, retrieving such �elds through the network.



Chapter 3

Obfuscated Information and

Obfuscation Devices Identi�cation

3.1 Research methodology

There exist di�erent research methodologies that were analysed to bring
about this research accomplishing speci�c goals. Formal research method-
ologies are usually used in theoretical computer sciences, looking for details
in order to get a model through the essence of a problem. Other research
methodologies like process methodology try to understand the process that
executes computational science tasks. Also were analysed model and build
methodologies that does not apply for this research.

Finally experimental research methodology was used in this research,
due it is commonly used to test new proposals for di�erent kind of prob-
lems. Logging and reporting all activities for each exploration and exper-
iment steps. It was used due there exist a correlation between variables
studied in this thesis. Analysed through certain active and passive experi-
ments, having results that were compared with expected ones, and were took
most descriptive values. Deciding to take a quantitative approach, because
of the analysis of quantitative features, having data in the form of numbers
and statistics that match perfectly in this approach. Quantitative research
aim is to classify such features, counting and creating statistical models in
order to try to explain what is happening in some experiments, something
that was possible due we know what we were looking for.

20
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Such methodology is divided into two phases:

Exploratory: During this phase were identi�ed questions that were
tried to answer in testing phase. In this research such questions were mainly
3:

• Q1. What kind of information is analysed during a black-box security
assessment?
Refers to what kind of information was analysed in order to be able
to identify proposed security controls. Network implementation �elds,
interactions, services banners and so on,

• Q2. Which features make identi�able scrubbed information?
Involves analysing what is obfuscated by security controls during a
security assessment.

• Q1'. Which devices scrub information?
Involves the analysis of possible devices able to scrub or modify infor-
mation in a network.

• Q2'. Which are the most representative characteristics for those devices
able to scrub information?
Once it is known what devices are able to scrub information, is executed
an analysis over that information in order to make a feature selection
that describes obfuscated information and even the type of device that
obfuscated such information.

Testing: In the testing phase were set questions that were tried to be
solved through experiments, where analysed values could be manipulated.
It is worth to mention that presented exploratory questions were solved in
such order, due all this research was based on a Pentesting Methodology
that �rst of all let us collect information, analyse and classify it.

Q1 was answered through the analysis and design of information gathering
tools, as Adrian Stoica describes in [20]. That involves di�erent scanning
techniques, collecting as much information it was possible. Then collected
information was represented using Cybox Framework that lets represent
cyber observables through a structured language. Focusing on network �elds
from network tra�c, banners, ports, and so on.
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Q2/Q2' were solved executing a feature selection over collected infor-
mation. Studying the behaviour of each feature and how impacts the change
of such value in the implementation.

Q1' were answered through the analysis of devices able to modify by
implementation either that scrubs information with a particular goal like
Massimiliano A., Ermanno B., and Sushil J. did in [21]. It means that were
analysed some security controls, request for comments, best practices and
so on. Obtaining a list of possible devices that such behaviour impacts over
a network with a security approach.

Because of was developed a tool, a software methodology was consid-
ered through this research, mixing certain activities from a research
methodology and a software methodology. It is known that a software
methodology usually involves Analysis, Design, Development and Testing,
however the research methodology used was Experimental, that involves
exploration and Testing. The resulting methodology for the development of
the tool is shown in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1: Methodology for the development of the proposed tool
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3.2 Persistent Intrusive Evaluations case study

This research was based on the preceding research in [6] where was designed a
persistent instrument to evaluate the impact of an intrusion on a given target,
however such preceding research is also part of a whole system, shown in Fig-
ure 3.2, where can be seen that some important parts like Persistent modules,
Correlation for attack vector creation and others, have not been developed
yet, meaning that persistence involves Information gathering and Attack vec-
tor testing activities, as well as Correlation for attack vector creation depends
on Attack vector testing. Then this research developed modules included in
Information gathering, o�ering information through a database that have
not been developed yet, to the Persistent Attack vector testing, that will be
observing results through a module in order to correlate all the information
and make a good decision about persistence timing.

Figure 3.2: General proposal for Persistent intrusive evaluations

Preceding research solved the attack vector testing through the
knowledge representation in combination with an evolutionary strategy in
order to con�rm a vulnerability before attackers do. Their design was based
on the three main elements corresponding to the main intrusion phases, ac-
cording to Heberlein in [22] where was described that an attack consists of
three phases; the preparation phase, in which the attacker must obtain infor-
mation about the target system, it is needed to acquire general and speci�c
system information from various sources. The attack phase, where the ac-
tual attack takes place, considering the information collected on the previous
phase and performing the most suitable attack in each case, this considers the
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attack as a chain of actions. Finally, the post-attack phase, which implies the
attacker goal, it can be completed by stealing or disseminating information,
as in spam, or decrease the system capabilities, as in a DoS attack. Taking
this description, in their research were just considered two phases, eliminat-
ing post-attack phase due the goal is not to a�ect the system, having mainly
three aspects, knowledge representation, enumeration and search method,
that are described in Figure 3.3; the problem of this research took place in
the enumeration step, due in a black-box security assessment exist important
entities but not easy to identify, due each environment has di�erent policies
and architectures where could exist entities between the tester and the target
that can manipulate integral information, either by functionality like NAT
networks and gateways, or by obscuring security goals like hardened systems
or protocol scrubbers, with the aim to mislead the pentester or attacker, that
were some of the main targets to identify in this research.

Figure 3.3: "Persistent intrusive evaluations" tool �ow diagram.
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The main three aspects considered in the preceding work are:

• Knowledge representation: Represents the knowledge using a
knowledge graph approach, aimed to describe attack patterns that goes
under graph data structure capabilities.

• Enumeration: Makes use of NMAP to gather information about a
certain target, which need to be compared against the stored knowledge
to retrieve the suitable attack patterns and its parameters.

• Search method: The main aspect about the evolution strategy is the
�tness function calculation, as stated in the design, it is totally related
to the successfulness of a certain attack pattern, such information can
be retrieved and interpreted from the metasploit framework console
output once the attack pattern step gets tested by the tool; the attack
step parameters are stored alongside the knowledge information in the
DB, once the attacks are tested, each result shall be stored in the results
DB for further analysis as the actual result of a given attack pattern
at a certain time against the target system.

In order to retrieve the proposed design was used NMAP as a tool to
achieve system enumeration, that is a complicated task to achieve, or instance
could exist security controls intended to prevent attempts to gather informa-
tion from a system, problem that was managed limiting number requests to
the system when responses stopped. This thesis covered this enumeration
phase through �Information Gathering and Obfuscation Devices Identi�ca-
tion for Persistent Intrusive Evaluations�, that was not developed at all by
the preceding research, due they retrieve information just using NMAP from
time to time in order to notice changes in the network devices.

3.3 Covering Enumeration

For Enumeration proposal shown in Figure 3.4, Information Gathering was
carried out through two modules, in order to gather information in a passive
and active way, that involved interactions with the target that could be a
network, subnet or a host, and the analysis of the generated tra�c. Then
gathered information was classi�ed in order to identify obfuscated informa-
tion and devices that could be manipulating network protocol header data,
like protocol scrubbers, NAT networks and hardened hosts.
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Figure 3.4: Flow diagram describing Enumeration proposal feeding �Persis-
tent intrusive evaluations� tool.

The complete design joins such proposed enumeration tool and the persis-
tent intrusive evaluation proposal, shown in Figure 3.4. That in a network
architecture each module can be in the same box or not, depending where is
the information that needs to collect as is shown in Figure 3.5. where can
be seen that most of the boxes are behind a router R2. However passive
scanning are in the Backbone 2, due NAT network tra�c is analysed.
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Figure 3.5: Information gathering modules in a network architecture

3.3.1 Information Gathering Scope

This research have limited the scope of analysis to IPv4 communication chan-
nels, Operating Systems, network architecture to the analysis of characteris-
tics in an IPv4 communication channel.

Operating systems analysed and included in the training database
are:

• Windows 9x/NT

• OSX 10.x

• Linux 2.2.x

• Linux 4.x

• Cisco 12.0

• Open BSD 2.x
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Such Operating System were selected based on the testing environ-
ments, public databases, and most common Kernels for Linux servers. Finally
as it can be seen, the proposed tool is not persistent by itself, it is part of
a persistent system, problem that is not solved in this research, but name is
taken due this research belongs to the preceding research.

Network architecture where this research was implemented and
tested is shown in Figure 3.6. In the architecture there are two routers (R1,
R2 ) connected each other, obtaining a backbone B3. R1 is segmenting into
two networks, represented as backbones B1 and B2. Being B1 a network
for normal users or devices not related to servers also known as MZ, that
are behind a NAT network, commonly used as a security control in order to
obscure all the host behind a single �public� IP address. On the other hand
B2 is a network where is placed any service that is being provided to users
on the Internet, due attackers can reach such network, letting them to access
to other resources that they must not have access; this kind of network is
known as DeMilitarized Zone or DMZ.

Implemented network topology lets test security controls covering
the proposed scope, obtaining needed information to identify obfuscated
information and those devices obfuscating it. Due there exist a Protocol
Scrubber and a Hardened host in a di�erent domain collision to the domain
where Proposal is, letting make interactions and analyse responses when in-
formation is going through other devices, in this case router R1, that causes
e�ects in protocol �elds information, for example the TTL decrementing,
that the proposal must take into consideration to calculate the quantity that
was decremented in order to add up to the obtained in the response. Such
quantity was calculated making a traceroute, and this topology lets do it.
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On the other hand R1 is port mirroring the tra�c from NAT Network
to the Proposal, letting analyse such tra�c in a passive way. Also some
NAT Network samples were obtained from an institution that had the same
topology shown in Figure 3.6, just covering B1, NAT Network, R1.

Figure 3.6: Network architecture where research was carried out.
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3.3.2 Information Gathering

Information Gathering covers active and passive information recollection, this
research do not collect information from physical mediums like post sticks,
papers, and so on, neither from social engineering methods. Just covers
information that is possible to reach through the network.

Active Information Gathering

This stage executes information gathering in active way, based on informa-
tion collectors that are managed as plugins, hence, it is possible integrate
many collectors, that through an interface sends the collected information
to a manager, so that it joins all the information, such plugin is loaded and
executed during this step, Figure 3.7 shows the modules interaction. This
kind of design lets add as many ways to collect information being required.

Figure 3.7: Active information gathering.

• Plugin: Consist mainly of two parts: information collector and in-
terface. Were developed in a python module called �plugin� in order
to execute a collector that brings information about the target and
through an interface it is taken by the information manager.

• Information collector: This tool collects information. Such tool can
be commercial or not like Nmap, p0f, and so on, or developed in any
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programming language, it is possible because it is executed from main
code of the plugin, that after execution separates information collected
using a de�ned structure.

• Interface: is a set of �elds that must be included and �lled in the
plugin code to be managed and executed by the Information Manager.

• Information manager: This module manages the plugin loading pro-
cess, verifying the correct interface structure and functions de�nition
needed for their execution. Then it executes plugins and waits for in-
formation collected that is joined and structured using Cybox objects,
�nally it exports to XML format all the collected information.

• Exported Information: The information collected is exported in
Cybox XML format, that is used for sharing threat intelligence format.

This module is able to collect information through di�erent scanners, in
order to identify devices as well as �rewalls, also is able to collect banners
from open ports answers, domain names and NAC vendors. Such scanning
techniques are:

• SYN Scanning

• ACK Scanning

• Window Scanning

• FIN Scanning

• XMAS Scanning

• UDP Scanning

• ICMP Scanning

• ARP Scanning
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Such scanners are executed through a plugin, that are executed by
an Information manager as can be seen in the sequence diagram shown in
Figure 3.8. Loading all plugins found in the tool, executing all of them,
and collecting all the information gathered by each plugin. Finally exporting
collected information with Cybox format.

Figure 3.8: Active information gathering sequence diagram
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Passive information gathering

Passive information gathering is achieved through a plugin that captures
network tra�c en then sends it to a passive �ngerprinting module, shown in
Figure 3.7. However it is possible to add more pcaps through another plugin.
Figure 3.9 shows how a captured pcap is used to identify hosts involved in
communications. Analysing their frames that o�ers those protocol �elds to
identify:

• Operating Systems

• IP addresses

• Opened ports

• Services

Data is studied through a passive �ngerprinting analysis, throwing
information that is also so relevant to discriminate information generated
from network devices capable to obfuscated information.

For passive �ngerprinting tool is the generated tra�c from active
�ngerprinting in pcap format, which is captured using tcpdump and included
as part of active �ngerprinting tool.

• Pcap processing: This process was divided in to three steps:

� Pcap reading: Validates the input format and creates a list with
objects that describes each protocol layer, actually are supported.

∗ ICMP

∗ TCP

∗ UDP

∗ ARP

� Host identi�cation: Once each packet from pcap was divided
into protocols they are identi�ed by source IP, each packet with
the same IP source is added to a list whose identi�er is the IP
address, it does not matter if destination IP address is the same
as source.

� Host analysis: This step makes an analysis of each packet try-
ing to identify each device related in connections, mainly hosts,
obtaining characteristic like: source ports, network device vendor,
operating system and domain names.
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∗ Source ports: Obtains the list of well-known ports, registered
ports and private ports, this information provides the possi-
bility to identify if the host analysed is a client or server.

∗ Network device vendor: O�ers possibility to identify certain
devices that just particular vendors sells.

∗ Operating system: This information is obtained based on
TCP/IP protocol characteristics shown in Table 3.1

Protocol Fields

IP TTL Flags ToS
TCP Windows size
ICMP Payload
HTTP User agent

Table 3.1: Network Protocol �elds to OS Fingerprinting

∗ Domain name: Domain names are identi�ed from packets
with 53 ports and type A resource records.

Figure 3.9: Passive �ngerprinting analysis.

3.3.3 Information manager

This module joins information gathered by each plugin and relates character-
istics associated to an IP, like open ports, operating system, services banners,
and every characteristic identi�ed in the network related to such IP address
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in order to create a network architecture as output. It was put through
CybOX framework in [9] that is a standardized language for encoding and
communicating high �delity information about cyber observables, letting as-
sociate entities with their characteristics and export them via XML.
An example of relating network architecture entities using observables ob-
jects is in Appendix B.

3.3.4 Classi�ers selection

Classi�cation is a way to solve a categorization problem, can be solved us-
ing Machine Learning, and there exist di�erent algorithms used for solving
certain problems shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Machine Learning taxonomy

As it can be seen best algorithms that match for this research are
classi�ers. Starting with a supervised algorithm, because we have an amount
of samples for training, then we do not have in�nite number of values, then we
have nominal values, therefore we started analysing if we can use classi�ers,
and it was a correct way, because we had the problem that given network
features, we had to identify an Operating System based on a database of
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samples containing di�erent operating system with their respective network
features that were previously obtained.

Such classi�ers were chosen based on accuracy, training time, linear-
ity, number of parameters and parameters type.

Machine Learning was used in this research to classify an Operat-
ing System given features described in section 3.5.1. Mainly are considered
three elements for the classi�er input, TCP + IP characteristics implemen-
tation, ICMP characteristics implementation and Service Banners analysis.
First step is to identify the Operating System through OS Fingerprinting,
analysing TCP and IP headers of packets, due TCP/IP is the most common
implemented protocol and most usable, besides TCP and IP have many �eld
values that are not speci�ed formally in RFC. It is known that certain se-
curity policies involve to block ports that are not used by a host, but it is
possible even with blocked port analyse their behaviour.

Mentioned inputs were selected analysing related works about Pro-
tocol Scrubbers and NAT network analysis presented through this section.
Characteristics for each input were obtained through an experimental pro-
cess, analysing:

• Documentation about network Kernel parameters

• Open Source Protocol scrubbers documentation

• Features analysed in research papers

• Analysing real tra�c samples on di�erent environments in order to be
compared versus documentation

Such features are presented in subsection 3.3 and 3.4 for each im-
plemented algorithm. In this research feature selection was made through a
specialist person knowledge, letting to tag features for some systems. The
type of features analysed in each protocol are nominal values, therefore four
classi�er algorithms were selected to identify the OS, �nally AdaBoost is
implemented to choose best decision between classi�ers.

Classi�ers implemented for OS Fingerprinting using TCP+IP, ICMP
and Services banners are:

• KNN

• Bayes
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• Decision Tree

• Support Vector Machine

Classi�ers were selected based on accuracy, training time, linearity,
number of parameters and number of features. Taking in consideration data
used in this proposal.

Before presenting a proposed design using such algorithms, we con-
sidered how are these evaluated, �nding mainly three metrics for classi�cation
algorithms. Four algorithms were evaluated using metrics in Equations 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 based on a confusion matrix for each algorithm.

Recovery(OS) = Aii/
n∑
J=1

AiJ (3.1)

Precision(OS) = Aii/
n∑
J=1

AJi (3.2)

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/

n∑
i=1

Σn
J=1AiJ (3.3)

Where Recovery is the proportion of cases correctly identi�ed as
belonging to class C among all cases that truly belong to class C. Precision
also called true positive rate, is the proportion of cases correctly identi�ed as
belonging to class C among all cases of which the classi�er claims that they
belong to class C. Finally Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to
total predictions made.

Each classi�er was implemented in python using each algorithm
model. Adapting parameters described in sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.3, in order
to get good results for classi�cation. However each of them was compared
with Scikit framework, obtaining better results for some classi�ers using the
developed classi�er and sometimes using Scikit. Just best results for each of
them are present in this research.

Classi�ers take as input network protocol �elds from the network ar-
chitecture generated by the information manager, and take those parameters
that are analysed in section 3.4 to identify obfuscated information from the
network like services banners and protocol implementation values. Feature
selection was made manually, selecting those values from open source proto-
col scrubber, hardening implementation analysis and NAT networks analysis.
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3.3.5 Feature extraction

Feature extraction was done through the manual analysis of characteristics
that can change the value for each operating system, variables identi�ed by
some scanners, and the review of the state of the art.

Kernel variables analysis

It was studied a Linux Kernel with versions 3.16 and 4.1, where ini-
tially were identi�ed 750 variables that are modi�able via /proc/net/core/*,
/proc/net/ipv4/*, /proc/net/ipv6/* and /proc/net/unix/*. Such analysis
involved the study of variables:

• related to IPv4 functionality

• with the possibility to be modi�ed

• used to prevent or manage network attacks

• used to �ngerprint a system

Based on the scope, extraction was achieved delimiting to IPv4, Core
and taking into account those variables that are able to obtain through an
IPv4 communication channel were obtained lists for Hardened hosts and
Protocol Scrubbers identi�cation shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Full list of
analysed values are presented and described in Appendix C.

Variable Description

net.core.tstamp_allow_data Generates a timestamp for each incoming packet

net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies Helps protect against SYN �ood attacks, only
kicks
in when net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog is
reached.

net.ipv4.tcp_rfc1337 Protects against tcp time-wait assassination haz-
ards drop
RST packets for sockets in the time-wait state

net.ipv4.icmp_echo_ignore_ Ignore echo broadcast requests.
broadcasts
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net.ipv4.icmp_ignore_bogus_ When an invalid response is
error_responses given to broadcast frames (which occurs some-

times in erronous routers), the
Linux kernel will by default log this event. To
ensure that these (harmless) reports
do not clutter your logs, you can disable this.

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_source_ Disable IP source routing on all interfaces IP
source

route routing would allow a remote user (the sender) to
specify

net.ipv4.conf.all.mc_forwarding the route that the packet should take, rather
net.ipv4.conf.all.forwarding than use the (default) routing tables used by the

routers between the sender
and the destination. This could be (ab)used to
spoof IP addresses and still get
the replies (rather than sending the replies to the
real owner of the IP address).

net.ipv4.conf.all.rp_�lter Enforce sanity checking, also called ingress �lter-
ing
or egress �ltering The point is to drop a packet if
the source and destination IP
addresses in the IP header do not make sense
when considered in light of the
physical interface on which it arrived.

net.ipv4.tcp_timestamps Causes extra overhead and allows uptime detec-
tion by scanners

net.ipv4.tcp_�n_timeout Reduce the amount of time a closing TCP circuit
can
stay in the TIME_WAIT state Time to hold
socket in state FIN-WAIT-2, if it
was closed by our side. Peer can be broken and
never close its side, or even
die unexpectedly. The default value is 60 seconds.
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net.ipv4.tcp_syn_retries Reduce the amount of time an opening TCP cir-
cuit can
stay in the HALF_OPEN state Number of times
initial SYNs for an active TCP
connection attempt will be retransmitted. Should
not be higher than 127. Default
value is 6, which corresponds to 63seconds till the
last retransmission with
the current initial RTO of 1 second. With this the
�nal timeout for an active
TCP connection attempt will happen after 127
seconds.

net.ipv4.tcp_synack_retries Controls the number of retransmissions in Linux
operating system.

Table 3.2: Kernel variables extracted from Hardened Hosts Analysis

Variables were obtained through the study of guides like:

• Linux Kernel Hardening by SANS Institute [23]

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux Network Performance Tuning Guide [24]

• ArchLinux [25]

Also studying those values modi�ed in Open source Hardened Op-
erating Systems like:

• Fireball [26]

• Hardened Linux [27]

• Pentoo [28]

• Anikos [29]

• Securix [30]
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On the other hand, Protocol Scrubber features extraction analysis,
involved the study of three Open Source Protocol Scrubbers, most of them
studied during the Kernel review. Such Protocol Scrubbers were installed
on physical and virtual environments, without any other security control
enabled, letting study speci�cally the behaviour for each of them.

Table 3.3: Network �elds used by OS Fingerprinting tools

IP Log Scrub tech IP Personality

TTL IP Flags Max window
TStamp ToS TCP ISN
MTU ICMP Len IPv4 ID
Urg pointer TCP Opts TStamp
Window WinSize MSS
Sack TCP Flags Sack
PMTU NOP

WScale
IP Flags
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3.4 Obfuscated information identi�cation

In this section are presented those features that were selected to solve ob-
fuscated information classi�cation, moreover the design of each classi�er and
how they were integrated.

3.4.1 Classi�cation features to identify obfuscated

information

Features were collected for each Operating System in order to have a database
to compare an input. Operating System that were analysed are:

• OSX 10.x

• Linux 2.2.x

• Linux 4.x

• Cisco 12.0

• OpenBSD 2.x

• Windows 9x/NT

Samples for OS Fingerprinting were obtained through the installa-
tion of Operating Systems, and public data base as o�ered by Honeynet [31]
and p0f database [32]. Installed OS were generating tra�c through auto-
mated queries using Jmeter to di�erent websites on a topology shown in
Figure 3.11. Tra�c was captured until reach at least 1.9 Gb.

Figure 3.11: Environment for OS samples extraction
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Feature extraction and selection that were used by each algorithm
were presented in section 3.3, however data used for training algorithms have
a common structure shown in Table 3.4, where xn is a feature from the
protocol and OS is the Operating System that is a label for features row.
xn is a �eld implementation protocol, or a value that can be obtained from
interactions with the target. These values characterise or represent to the
target, and can be used to make OS Fingerprinting.

Table 3.4: Features structure

(a) Data structure used for classi�ers
training

feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn OS1
feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn OS2
... ... ... ... ...
feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn OS3

(b) TCP+IP Data values used for classi-
�ers training

TTL ToS IP Flags WinSize Sack NopOption linux
TTL ToS IP Flags WinSize Sack NopOption windows
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
TTL ToS IP Flags WinSize Sack NopOption linux

(c) ICMP Data values used for classi�ers
training

Length [Payload] linux
Length [Payload] windows
... ... ...
Length [Payload] linux

(d) ICMP Data values used for classi�ers
training

linux service version operating system
windows service version operating system
... ... ... ...
linux service code service version

The dataset used to classify Operating Systems using TCP+IP �elds
is shown in Table 3.4b and has the structure shown in Table 3.4a. Such values
are result of a previous analysis over Fingerprinting tools and those tools that
try to avoid �ngerprinting like Protocol Scrubbers.

Dataset used to classify using ICMP �elds is shown in Table 3.4c
and has the same structure shown in Table 3.4a.

Finally the dataset used to classify using Services Banners is shown
in Table 3.4d and has the same structure shown in Table 3.4a, but starting
with operating system due strings longitude is not the same for all banners.
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Data used for training and testing were network tra�c samples
shown in Table 3.5. Captured from di�erent environments where were im-
plemented Open source �ngerprinting tools. Banners were obtained from
servers like Shodan service.

Table 3.5: Amount of network samples for training and testing

Network Tra�c samples

Type
Environment Total # Packets

Physical Virtual
TCP+IP Tra�c 45 8 53 5,400,000
ICMP Tra�c 20 10 30 2,700,000
Banners (HTTP, FTP, SSH) - 500 500 -

3.4.2 Developed algorithms to identify obfuscated

information

Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is a probabilistic classi�er based on the Bayes theorem with
strong naive independence assumptions between the features. Due this clas-
si�er assume that the value of a particular feature is independent of the value
of any other feature, given a class C. For this proposal it is important be-
cause protocol scrubbers modify values from time to time, then if values were
dependent, classi�er will not work at all as Decision Tree classi�er that will
be also described. Equations used in this research for Naive Bayes are show
in equation 3.4.

P (C|x1, x2, ..., xn) =
(Πn

i=1P (Xi|C))P (C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn)
=
P (x1, x2, ..., xn|C)P (C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn)
(3.4)

Where:

P (C) =
Number of C classes

Total number of classes
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P (xn|C) =
Number of rows that have xi and areC class

Number of rows that areC class

P (x1, x2, ..., xn|C) = P (x1|C)P (x2|C)...P (xn|C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn) = P (x1)P (x2)...P (xn)

K nearest neighbours

K nearest neighbours is a classi�er that stores all available cases and classi�es
new cases based on a similarity measure. Equations used in this research are
show in Equation 3.5.

d =
√

(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + ...+ (xn − yn)2 (3.5)

Where:

xi is the feature in the database
yi is the input feature to classify
d is the distances that means how di�erent are the input and the database
item

Decision tree

Decision tree is a predictive model where the target variable can take a
discrete set of values, leaves represent class labels and branches represent
conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. Equations used in
this research are show in Equation 3.6.

(x, Y ) = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xk, Y ) (3.6)

Where:

Y is the dependent variable that is tried to classify
x is a vector composed of features x1, x2, x3, ... that are used to classify Y
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ADA Boost

ADA Boost is an algorithm for constructing a �strong� classi�er as a linear
combination of others classi�er referenced as �weak�, referring to create a
set of individual classi�ers in order to get a �strong� one. General idea is
represented by Equation 3.7.

f(x) =
T∑
t=1

αtht(x) (3.7)

Where:
ht(x) is a �weak� classi�er
α is an assigned weight for each instance in the training dataset.

Each weighted prediction pass through a classi�er, which is then weighted
as �alpha values�. Finally each alpha value is summed up in the circle that
processes the �nal result as Figure 3.12 shows.

Figure 3.12: Banners classi�cation for OS Fingerprinting

In this research weak classi�ers are Naive Bayes, KNN and Deci-
sion Tree. Obtaining an Operating system and a weight after classi�cation
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process. Resulting with a most representative Operating System for the IP
address analysed.

3.4.3 Obfuscated information identi�cation proposal

Mainly were considered three protocols to identify obfuscated information,
based on the feature extraction and selection; TCP, IP and ICMP were the
protocols that implements �elds with not speci�c order or values, that secu-
rity controls take advantage; and variables identi�ed by scanners in order to
�ngerprint operating systems.

In order to identify obfuscated information were taken these three
network protocols to Fingerprint an Operating System. Comparing results
for each identi�cation and verifying the congruence between these three pro-
tocols.

Iterating over the research methodology for each protocol, was made
a design, using the characteristics from feature selection, then were made ex-
periments analysing those values that were expected for each feature, �nally
during the analysis were studied the results and how could be improved the
operating system �ngerprinting. The proposed design was redesigned con-
sidering such analysis. And same process was executed for each protocol.
First design that was proposed to identify obfuscated information is shown
in Figure 3.13, however the fact that partial ADA Boost results are joined
through a �nal one, drives to a result where is the same priority for each
network protocol through each classi�er. Each classi�er have as input a vec-
tor of features and label such vector as an Operating System based on a
comparative with the database samples. Due each classi�er work in an inde-
pendent way, ADA Boost algorithm executes 10 time each classi�er and takes
a decision between Operating Systems that were identi�ed by each classi�er,
selecting one and calculating a value that describes the possibility that this
Operating System is the correct one. Then ADA Boost that joins results
from others ADA Boost is just able to relate such values in order to get a
�nal one that describes the last OS Fingerprinting level.
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Figure 3.13: First design to identify Obfuscated Information

As it was mentioned, TCP+IP protocols have more priority than
others, considered for the second proposed design, and considering that the
sets of classi�ers work in a dependent way. Then, �rst set of classi�ers
are those with TCP+IP features, joined through an ADA Boost algorithm,
results from this �rst set are sent to the second one, that have ICMP features
but also consider the �rst ADA Boost output. Finally third set of classi�ers
have as input services banner, and consider the output from the second ADA
Boost algorithm, joining results through a third ADA Boost algorithm that
is the �nal result, and the identi�cation of information identi�cation.

It can be seen in Figure 3.14 �rst protocols to make OS Fingerprint-
ing are TCP+IP; TCP is a connection-oriented protocol, managing a virtual
circuit, meaning that transports data over a packet switched network in such
a way that it appears as though there is a dedicated physical layer link be-
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Figure 3.14: Final design for Obfuscated Information identi�cation

tween the source and destination end systems of this data. Implementing
a hand shake, error controls, and other properties that make necessary the
use of more protocol �elds compared with others protocols. On the other
hand TCP is encapsulated in IP, and dependence is high, reason that was
considered to make �ngerprinting. Then ICMP is analysed due is a common
protocol to manage network errors, containing data that each Operating Sys-
tem decides the value, property that is useful to identify each OS.
Each �ngerprinting output for each network protocol depends from another,
letting to track a value that represents the probability that an original pro-
tocol implementation has been obfuscated, value that is calculated by ADA
Boost algorithm.
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Classi�cation was divided into three steps, �rst one was to identify an Op-
erating System using TCP+IP characteristics using three tested classi�ers,
having as a result three Operating Systems that presents just one IP Address.
If some of them are di�erent then they could be manipulating information,
that is considered as information obfuscation, decision that is taken by ADA
Boost algorithm. Second step was the same idea but using as input ICMP
characteristics, also considering last result in order to match and get a congru-
ence value as reference. Finally Banners were analysed, considering previous
results and having as a result an Operating system name and a value that
represents congruence between results.

Because of the useful features amount for OS Fingerprinting, these
protocols were analysed to identify with most accuracy the Operating Sys-
tem. Each classi�er has a result that should be the same for the three clas-
si�ers, meaning that network implementation for that host has not been
modi�ed, if incongruities are identi�ed, then it could be obfuscating infor-
mation. In order to have just one result ADA Boost was implemented to
choose the best decision choosing an OS that identi�es an IP address. Fi-
nally ADA Boost has just one result as output in order to be analysed in the
next step as Figure 3.15a shows. For the next step was analysed ICMP, that
o�ers less features to identify an Operating System, but they are enough to
detect ambiguities between TCP+IP and ICMP, also joining results for each
classi�er through ADA Boost as is shown in Figure 3.15b.

Finally Services Banners analysis were the last step due services
that were installed after the initial hardening o�ers clues about the Op-
erating System, obtaining a new feature to compare against TCP/IP and
ICMP analysis, having as an output a numeric value that represent if exist
ambiguity between the three analysis, letting to classify as obfuscated or
integral information, structure is shown in Figure 3.15c
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Figure 3.15: Proposal classi�cation algorithms structures for OS Fingerprint-
ing

(a) TCP+IP classi�cation for OS
Fingerprinting

(b) ICMP classi�cation for OS Fin-
gerprinting

(c) Banners classi�cation for OS Fin-
gerprinting

3.5 Obfuscation Security controls identi�cation

Follow the research methodology, once that obfuscated information was iden-
ti�ed, next question was what kind of device is obfuscating such information.
Through this section are presented three types of devices or security controls
able to obfuscate information, and how were identi�ed using classi�cation
algorithms.

3.5.1 Security controls to be identi�ed

NAT Networks

Values for NAT identi�cation were selected through the study of those
protocol �elds that are modi�ed by NAT Networks in order to accomplish
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its purpose. Also were studied those values that change between physical
and virtual implementations.

IP TTL
In IP protocol exists a TTL value that lets to a network router know whether
or not a packet has been in the network too long and should be discarded.
In this research this �eld let to analyser identify in the outgoing tra�c,
if behind of a public IP address could exist more than one host. Due
each Operating System has a di�erent implementation default value, it is
not normal to have two di�erent TTL values behind an IP address in the
proposed scenarios. But it is possible that could be a protocol scrubber in-
stalled in a host who is modifying TTL value, then are analysed other values.

IP ID Range
ID is a �eld of IP protocol that is and identi�cation that enables fragmen-
tation and reassemble. Such values must be unique within a maximum
lifetime for all datagrams.
We analyse IP ID �eld value to create sets of ID values in order to compare
range values for a normal host and values for NAT Network outgoing tra�c.

TCP port range
NAT networks use to change original source ports by another one to avoid
problems when source port is the same for two machines. Causing the use
of source ports with a range greater than a normal host. Property that this
research take advantage to try to identify a NAT Network.

Protocol Scrubbers

Protocol scrubber is a mechanism that has as goal to hide the real identity of
a host. Modifying default implementation values of most common protocols
that are analysed to execute OS �ngerprinting. Mainly 3 open source protocol
scrubbers were analysed through the study of their source codes, due others
published protocol scrubbers are not open source, and it is not possible to
analyse at all. Protocol Scrubbers analysed are:

• IP Personality in [10]

• Scrub tech in [11]
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• IP log in [12]

As result were found 14 values that are used to identify Protocol
Scrubbers. Being mainly TCP, IP, UDP and ICMP protocols those that are
modi�ed by Protocol Scrubbers, in order to a�ect indirectly things like RTT,
timers and so on. Even packet length is used to hide an operating system
implementation, due di�erent payloads data used by each developer, in order
to mislead a �ngerprinting process executed by a tester. These variables are
shown in Table 3.6

Table 3.6: Values modi�ed by Protocol Scrubber

TCP TS option Urgent pointer WinSize Sack Ack retries
Nop option WinScale Max window Options order

IP TLL ID ToS Flags
ICMP Length Payload
UDP Checksum

Hardened Hosts

Besides, hardened hosts were studied not focusing just in common con�gura-
tions for hardening, but also taking into consideration all possible parameters
that can be modi�ed in the kernel a�ecting the network space, in order to
obtain particular cases for each considered target. For this research were
studied parameters in core, ipv4 and unix kernel values. Reducing the spec-
trum from 750 parameters to 340 parameters selecting those that are related
to network con�guration through the Kernel. Then were analysed param-
eters involved in attacks protection, as well as parameters able to modify
directly �elds in network protocols having 130 parameters that are useful to
modify in order to turn a host hardened. Finally a hardened host was stud-
ied through a host identi�cation approach and were found 25 useful values
that can be obtained or calculated through network interactions. However
to execute a classi�cation were obtained just eight useful values that make
di�erence versus other analysed devices. Table 3.7 lists 8 values found in
hardened hosts.
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Table 3.7: Modi�able values analysed for hardened hosts.

Value Function
tcp_syncookies TCP SYN cookie protection
icmp_echo_ignore_broadcasts Prevents being part of smurf attacks
icmp_ignore_bogus_error_responses Ignore ICMP Bogus Error Responses
conf.all.accept_source_route Disable IP source routing on all interfaces
tcp_�n_timeout Reduce the amount of time a closing TCP

circuit can stay in the TIME_WAIT state
tcp_synack_retries Controls the number of retransmissions in

Linux operating system.
tcp_timestamps Protect against wrapping sequence numbers,

round trip time calculation implemented in TCP
tcp_syn_retries Mitigates against SYN �ood attacks

3.5.2 Classi�cation features to identify NAT networks,

Protocol Scrubbers and Hardened hosts

Features for NAT networks, Protocol Scrubbers and Hardened hosts were col-
lected through physical and virtual system, each of them in di�erent network
architectures presented in this sub section.

Environment for NAT Network samples extraction

NAT Network analysis involves two di�erent environments. First one, that
kind of NAT Network that was implemented by a vendor through computing
virtualization, and second one using a speci�c software installed in a non
virtualized system.

Using speci�c software in non virtualized system

Time ago when virtualization was not popular due machines characteristics
did not have so much resources capacity, NAT Networks used to be installed
directly on the device operating system. Using some �rewalls rules through
software based on Net�lter framework like IPTables.
Analysis starts studying most common protocols and of course those that
o�ers more information to identify a NAT Network based on state of the
art. For NAT Networks are analysed TCP and IP protocols due NAT Net-
works change mainly source IP address and ports. Then this research focuses
analysing these protocols in order to identify if other �elds are changed and
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used to identify NAT Networks.
Scenario where the analysis is done is the presented in Figure 3.16. Where
users are connected to a router that also works as NAT Network implemented
with IPTables. O�ering Internet access to internet to users that are Linux
and Windows clients with di�erent versions.

Figure 3.16: Physical NAT Scenario

Software that virtualize computing for NAT Network

Actually many companies have been migrating their physical servers to virtal-
ized system as Gartner reports in [34] that server virtualization infrastructure
market is mature, causing that more than 80% of workloads are virtualized.
This research analyses two kind of virtualized NAT Networks.
First scenario is shown in Figure 3.17 where are some virtualized machines
on VMWare Workstation 12 using default NAT interface from VMWare in-
terfaces list.
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Figure 3.17: Virtualized default NAT Scenario

Second scenario is when virtualized machines use a router that is
also a NAT to communicate with other networks. But Router/NAT was
implemented using software for that purpose. In this research was implement
IPTables on a Debian Linux distribution.

Figure 3.18: Virtualized NAT with IPTables Scenario

Environment for extracting samples of Hardened hosts and Proto-

col scrubbers

Environment proposed for extracting samples from Hardened host and Pro-
tocol scrubbers are the same, due it is considered that are in a DMZ as is
shown in Figure 3.19
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Figure 3.19: Network architecture with a Protocol Scrubber and Hardened
host in a DMZ

Network Devices faced in this work are those that are able to manip-
ulate information, as it was mentioned they are NAT, Protocol Scrubbers and
Hardened hosts. It is done through the analysis of protocols like TCP+IP
and ICMP, making a deep analysis that involves active scanning properties to
analyse certain responses to speci�c requests. Also analysing the behaviour
for speci�c network protocol �elds like IP ID, that turns important when are
analysed many samples. Data used for training algorithms have the structure
shown in Table 3.8, where xn is a feature from the protocol and last word is
the label.

Table 3.8: Data structure used for classi�ers training

feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn NAT
feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn ProtocolScrubber
feature x1 feature x2 ... feature xn Hardened

Dataset is used for training and testing, number of samples are shown
in Table 3.9

Table 3.9: Samples used for traning and testing

Physical Virtual Total of samples # Packets
NAT 4 6 10 100,000,000 each one
Protocol Scrubber 3 6 9 5,000,000
Hardened Host 4 8 12 6,000,000
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NAT samples are from physical and virtual environments. Physical
samples were captured from 4 university laboratories, that implemented
IPTables on a Debian system. Where each tra�c sample was captured
between 3 and 4 days. For Virtual environments samples were captured from:

• Linux and Windows virtual systems behind IPTables installed in a
Debian virtual system on VMWare

• Linux and Windows virtual systems behind VMWare NAT interface

• Linux and Windows virtual systems as services behind IPTables in-
stalled in Debian virtual system on VMWare

• Linux and Windows virtual systems behind IPTables installed in a
Debian virtual system on Virtual Box

• Linux and Windows virtual systems behind Virtual Box NAT interface

• Linux and Windows virtual systems as services behind IPTables in-
stalled in Debian virtual system on Virtual Box

For Protocol Scrubber samples were installed IP Personality, Scrub
tech and IP log on physical a system. Capturing tra�c generated from the
system and interactions made by scanners. Same Protocol scrubbers were
installed in a virtual machine on VMWare and Virtual Box, obtaining six
samples from virtual systems.

Finally for Hardened Host were installed four Hardened Operating
Systems: Anik OS [29], Fireball [26], Hardened Linux [27] and Pentoo [28].
Each of them were installed in a physical system. Same were installed on
VMWare and Virtual Box, in order to capture interactions generated by other
host, and outgoing tra�c generated by some automated scripts.
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3.5.3 Developed algorithms to identify NAT networks,

Protocol Scrubbers and Hardened hosts

Naive Bayes

Naive bayes is a probabilistic classi�er based on the Bayes theorem with
strong naive independence assumptions between the features. Equations used
in this research are show in equation 3.8.

P (C|x1, x2, ..., xn) =
(Πn

i=1P (Xi|C))P (C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn)

=
P (x1, x2, ..., xn|C)P (C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn)

(3.8)

Where:

P (C) =
Number of C classes

Total number of classes

P (xn|C) =
Number of rows that have xi and areC class

Number of rows that areC class

P (x1, x2, ..., xn|C) = P (x1|C)P (x2|C)...P (xn|C)

P (x1, x2, ..., xn) = P (x1)P (x2)...P (xn)

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning algorithm used for clas-
si�cation. Also can be used for clustering if it is implemented as unsu-
pervised algorithm. There are two kinds of SVM classi�ers: SVM Linear
classi�er and Non-Linear SVM classi�er. This research implemented Non-
Linear SVM, applying Multi-class classi�cation. Basically multi-class is im-
plemented through �one-against-one� approach in [33] through the use of
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Scikit framework.
Computing is based on the idea that n_class is the number of classes, then
n_class ∗ (n_class − 1)/2 classi�ers are created training for each of them
two classes.
Equations used in this algorithm are show in equation 3.9. Where given the
training vectors xi ∈ Rp, i = 1, ..., n, in two classes, and a vector y ∈ {1,−1}n,
SVC solves the primal problem:

xi ∈ Rp, i = 1, ..., ny ∈ 1,−1n

minw,b,ζ
1

2
wTw + CΣn

i=1ζi
(3.9)

Subject to:

yi(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ζi, ζ ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n (3.10)

Its dual is:

minα
1

2
αTQα− eTα

subjecttoyTα = 0
(3.11)

Subject to:

yTα = 0

0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, ..., n
(3.12)

where:

e is the vector of all ones
C > 0 is the upper bound
Q is an n by n positive semide�nite matrix
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Qij ≡ yiyjK(xi, xj)
where:
K(xi, xj) = φ(xi)

Tφ(xj) is the kernel.

Finally the decision function is:
sgn(

∑n
i=1 yiαiK(xi, x) + ρ)

KNN

K nearest neighbours is a classi�er that stores all available cases and classi�es
new cases based on a similarity measure. Equations used in this research are
show in equation 3.13.

d =
√

(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + ...+ (xn − yn)2 (3.13)

Where:

xi is the feature in the database
yi is the input feature to classify
d is the distances that means how di�erent are the input and the database
item

Decision Tree

Decision tree as a predictive model where the target variable can take a
discrete set of values, leaves represent class labels and branches represent
conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. Equations used in
this research are show in Equation 3.14.

(x, Y ) = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xk, Y ) (3.14)

Where:

Y is the dependent variable that is tried to classify
x is a vector composed of features x1, x2, x3, ... that are used to classify Y
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3.5.4 Obfuscation Security Controls identi�cation

Obfuscation Security Controls to be identi�ed were NAT networks, Hardened
hosts and Protocol Scrubbers, following the methodology the proposed design
based on exploration features and classi�ers analysis is shown in Figure 3.20.
Can be seen an input that needs preprocessing, due are vectors with a big
amount of values describing an only IP address. Such inputs are TCP ports
and IP IDs, they are analysed through a clustering algorithm called K-means,
that lets to this research �nd sets of values with similar ranges of values. It
was analysed that TCP ports and IP IDs keeps a range of values chosen
by each Operating System, letting analyse if di�erent Operating Systems
are behind an IP address, that is useful to identify NAT networks but also
useful to distinguish between a NAT network and a Protocol Scrubber. It
is because, in the analysis was found that Protocol Scrubber changes the
TTL values in Operating Systems, for one or more values, causing that OS
Fingerprinting are not able to identify the OS. However in this research could
cause the same if only TTL is analysed. But once we analysed the number
of di�erent TTLs generated by an IP address (meaning the existence of more
hosts behind), we were able to verify the congruence between the number of
OS behind an IP address based on IP ID and TCP ports analysis with the
number of TTLs that were found.

Ranges of values were found through experimental research,
analysing IP IDs and TCP ports range in di�erent operating systems, ob-
tained as the maximum −minimum, and also were studied the samples of
NAT network tra�cs in order to get a range shown in Table 3.10.

IP ID TCP Ports

Max−Min 30,000 15,000-25000

Table 3.10: Normal di�erence between Max-Min IP ID / TCP Ports values
for an Operating System
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The K-means output is a vector with the number of clusters required
to create through the TTL value, what classi�ers use as classi�cation features
are shown in Table 3.11

TCP {Src Port} {WinSize} {SACK} {NOP Option} {WinScale} {MSS} {OptionsOrder}

IP {TTL} {ID}

ICMP Length Payload

Interactions # SynAckRetries # RTT

Table 3.11: Inputs for classifers. {}:is a set and, # is the set cardinality

Figure 3.20: NAT network, Protocol Scrubber and Hardened hosts identi�-
cation

Through this chapter were presented main research methodology ac-
tivities where expected results were obtained. Can be seen that were divided
the Obfuscated information and Obfuscation devices identi�cation, however
Protocol Scrubbers research was useful for the two problems.

Starting with exploration, was did the state of the art analysis for
reported variables that were involved in the obfuscation of information. Once
were extracted, were designed environments in order to verify such values,
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having an implementation for the proposed environments. Then started the
experimentation phase from the methodology, where were tested each Op-
erating System in order to capture tra�c and verify each �eld obtained in
exploration phase. After experimentation were selected features that were
found useful to identify and Operating System through IP, ICMP and TCP
protocols, having a feature selection process. Having such information we
went back to exploration methodology phase, in order to look for information
that take us to design a model to identify Obfuscated information, analysing
classi�cation algorithms and integrating each of them. Once we got a model,
were developed such algorithms and environments for each of them. Follow-
ing the same methodology were an experimentation phase with developed
classi�ers, obtaining results that were documented in order to be analysed
and notice if the model could be improved, going this way at least 3 times
through the research methodology for each problem.



Chapter 4

Obfuscated Information and

Obfuscation Devices Identi�cation

Testing

Through this chapter are presented results for developed algorithms in order
to identify Obfuscated Information and Obfuscation security controls. Show-
ing the results for each classi�er using a Confusion Matrix, then calculating
their respective metrics to evaluate such results.

4.1 Obfuscated information identi�cation

results

Each algorithm were developed in Python 3.6, and compared with Scikit
framework. Presented results are the result of a combination, Naive bayes
and KNN were taken from developed through respective algorithms, and
Decision Tree was taken from tested with Scikit.

On the other hand Pcaps samples were extracted from physical and
virtual environments, and databases presented in Section 3.4.1. Having for
each Operating system 40 samples that were divided in two in order to have
a database for training and another for testing, members from each database
are di�erent.

65
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4.1.1 Naive Bayes results

Table 4.1 shows the confusion matrix for Naive Bayes, that was executed
using 40 samples for each Operating System, where 20 samples were taken
from training and others 20 samples, of course di�erent from training samples
were used for testing. Having in the �rst columns an input with a known
Operating System, and in the �rst row, where was classi�ed.

Table 4.1: Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes identifying obfuscated informa-
tion

Windows 9x/NT OSX 10.x Linux 2.2.x Linux 4.x Cisco 12.0 OpenBSD 2.x
Windows 9x/NT 20
OSX 10.x 18 2
Linux 2.2.x 18 2
Linux 4.x 1 19
Cisco 12.0 20
OpenBSD 2.x 1 19

For each Operating system was calculated the recovery and pre-
cision, and results are presented in Table 4.2. Based on these metrics is
calculated the accuracy of the classi�cation for Naive Bayes classi�er.

Naive Bayes Classi�er evaluation

Due this Windows version is a well known Operating System there
exist a lot of Fingerprinting samples on internet, that are part from the
database, letting a good identi�cation by Naive Bayes due classify based on
similarity.
Recovery(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

For OSX was expected that classi�er use to make mistakes classifying
an OSX as a Linux Kernel, due is based on Linux, and expectation was
veri�ed in this test.
Recovery(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 18/20 = 0.9

Precision(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 18/19 = 0.9473

Recovery(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 18/20 = 0.9

Precision(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 18/19 = 0.9473
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Recovery(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 19/20 = 0.95

Precision(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 19/21 = 0.9047

Recovery(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 19/20 = 0.95

Precision(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 19/21 = 0.9047

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/Σ

n
i=1Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 114/120 = 0.95

In Table 4.2 can be seen recovery an precision evaluation metrics for
each Operating System, being Windows 9x/NT the OS classi�ed with best
precision and recovery.

Recovery Precision
OS
Windows 9x/NT 1 1
OSX 10.x 0.9 0.9473
Linux 2.2.x 0.9 0.9473
Linux 4.x 0.95 0.9047
Cisco 12.0 1 1
OpenBSD 2.x 0.95 0.9047

Table 4.2: Evaluations metrics for Naive Bayes identifying obfuscated infor-
mation

Accuracy of Naive Bayes, classifying Operating Systems was:

Accuracy = 114/120 = 0.95
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4.1.2 K nearest neighbours results

Table 4.3 shows the confusion matrix for K nearest neighbours classi�er,
having the same input that Naive Bayes. Where there were 40 samples for
each Operating System, and 20 were used from training and 20 for testing,
in order to test with di�erent data. It is important to mention that K value
for KNN was 3, due the the database is not so big, even adding all known
Operating System. Therefore performance algorithm was not a problem.

Table 4.3: Confusion Matrix for KNN identifying obfuscated information

Windows 9x/NT OSX 10.x Linux 2.2.x Linux 4.x Cisco 12.0 OpenBSD 2.x
Windows 9x/NT 20
OSX 10.x 17 3
Linux 2.2.x 17 3
Linux 4.x 2 16 2
Cisco 12.0 20
OpenBSD 2.x 3 17

Also were calculated recovery and precision for each Operating
System, obtaining an accuracy for KNN classi�er based on these evaluation
metrics. KNN Classi�er evaluation Metrics obtained from confusion matrix
in Table 4.4 are calculated as:

Recovery(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 17/20 = 0.85

Precision(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 17/20 = 0.85

Recovery(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 17/20 = 0.85

Precision(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 17/19 = 0.8947

It can be seen that Linux 4.x that is a recent Linux Kernel was clas-
si�ed as lower Linux Kernel, showing that network �elds have similar
values by default. Something that can not be seen in Bayes be-
cause is based on probability, pondering features in a di�erent way.
Recovery(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 16/20 = 0.8

Precision(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 16/19 = 0.8421

Recovery(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1
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Precision(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 17/20 = 0.85

Precision(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 17/22 = 0.7727

Accuracy of KNN, classifying Operating Systems was 0.8916, lower
than Naive Bayes, due KNN was developed based on Euclidean distance.
Accuracy = 107/120 = 0.8916

Table 4.4: Evaluations metrics for KNN identifying obfuscated information

Recovery Precision
OS
Windows 9x/NT 1 1
OSX 10.x 0.85 0.85
Linux 2.2.x 0.85 0..8947
Linux 4.x 0.8 0.8421
Cisco 12.0 1 1
OpenBSD 2.x 0.85 0.7727

4.1.3 Decision tree results

Table 4.5 shows the confusion matrix for Decision Tree, having the same
input that others two algorithms. Where there were 40 samples for each
Operating System, and 20 were used from training and 20 for testing, in
order to test with di�erent data.

Table 4.5: Confusion Matrix for Decision Tree identifying obfuscated infor-
mation

Windows 9x/NT OSX 10.x Linux 2.2.x Linux 4.x Cisco 12.0 OpenBSD 2.x Not found
Windows 9x/NT 20
OSX 10.x 20
Linux 2.2.x 17 3
Linux 4.x 15 5
Cisco 12.0 20
OpenBSD 2.x 10 10

Decision Tree Classi�er evaluation Metrics obtained from confusion
matrix in Table 4.6 are calculated as:
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Recovery(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(Windows9x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(OSX10.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 17/20 = 0.85

Precision(Linux2.2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 17/17 = 1

Recovery(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 15/20 = 0.75

Precision(Linux4.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 15/18 = 0.8333

Recovery(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 20/20 = 1

Precision(Cisco12.0) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 20/20 = 1

Recovery(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AiJ = 10/20 = 0.5

Precision(OpenBSD2.x) = Aii/Σ
n
J=1AJi = 17/22 = 1

Based on recovery and precision evaluation metrics, was obtained an
accuracy of 0.85 for Decision Tree classi�er.

Accuracy = 102/120 = 0.85
It is worth to mention that Decision Tree had bad results when features do
not exist in the database, however this property could be useful to identify
speci�c hardened hosts or NATted networks in future work. Due hardened
hosts just change their default implementation values just when is hardened
and is not making changes repeatedly, also it is known that exist some
hardened hosts distributions. Such systems can be analysed and added
to the database, ensuring that is going to be identi�ed by Decision Tree
algorithm.

4.1.4 Results analysis for obfuscated information

identi�cation

In Table 4.7 can be seen and compared the complete evaluation metrics for
each algorithm.
For Windows 9x/NT, default values in the dataset are kind of di�erent com-
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Table 4.6: Evaluations metrics for Decision Tree identifying obfuscated in-
formation

Recovery Precision
OS
Windows 9x/NT 1 1
OSX 10.x 1 1
Linux 2.2.x 0.85 1
Linux 4.x 0.75 0.8333
Cisco 12.0 1 1
OpenBSD 2.x 0.5 1

pared with other OS samples, range of values have big numeric di�erences
versus others, so results are as expected, classi�ers are able to identify Win-
dows 9x/NT 100% of tests.
In OSX 10.x percent is not the best for those algorithms that o�ers how sim-
ilar is the input versus the training dataset. It is because of as it is known
OSX is an Operating System based on BSD Family OS, then it can be seen
in Tables 4.1, 4.3 that sometimes classi�er confuses OSX with BSD. However
Decision Tree did not make any mistake, it is because Decision Tree classi�es
it just if all characteristics match with a dataset sample.
For Linux Operating system with di�erent Kernels it is the same as OSX
analysis. Classi�ers confuses Kernel because of Operating Systems Kernels
are similar. But if they have unique default values, they are classi�ed cor-
rectly by Decision Tree, for example old kernel versions of Linux.
Finally for other systems with no similar characteristics with dataset sam-
ples, for example Cisco 12.0 and Windows 9x/NT, are identi�ed without any
problem. But if more similar versions are added, then classi�ers will start
making mistakes.
Even when classi�ers made some mistakes, accuracy keeps an acceptable
value. Results that are evaluated by ADA Boost algorithm in order to get
best results from classi�ers.
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Table 4.7: Evaluation metrics for implemented Classi�ers identifying obfus-
cated information

Bayes KNN Decision Tree

OS
Recovery Precision Recovery Precision Recovery Precision

Windows 9x/NT 1 1 1 1 1 1
OSX 10.x 0.9 0.9473 0.85 0.85 1 1
Linux 2.2.x 0.9 0.9473 0.85 0..8947 0.85 1
Linux 4.x 0.95 0.9047 0.8 0.8421 0.75 0.8333
Cisco 12.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
OpenBSD 2.x 0.95 0.9047 0.85 0.7727 0.5 1

Accuracy 0.95 0.8916 0.85

4.2 Obfuscation Security Controls

identi�cation results

As was done for Obfuscated Information identi�cation each algorithm were
developed in Python 3.6, and compared with Scikit framework. Presented
results are the result of a combination, Naive bayes and KNN were taken
from developed through respective algorithms, and Decision Tree, SVM were
taken from tested with Scikit.

On the other hand Pcaps samples were extracted from physical and
virtual environments, and databases presented in Section 3.5.2. Having for
each security control a number of samples that were divided in two in order
to have a database for training and another for testing, members from each
database are di�erent.

To get features for samples were �ltered just TCP, IP and ICMP
protocols, obtaining only from a known security control IP address such
�elds. Such task was done in a machine with 2Tb of RAM, due the big
amount of packets, and were put into vectors in text format.

4.2.1 Naive Bayes Results

Table 4.8 shows the confusion matrix for Naive Bayes, with NAT, Protocol
Scrubber and Hardened samples. For tests were used 50% of samples for
training and other 50% for testing. Each sample have at least 5,000,000
packets, that were �ltered in order to process just IP, TCP and ICMP proto-
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cols, interactions, and statistics from ports and IP IDs analysis. Obtaining
at least 2,000,0000 of packets for each sample.

NAT ProtocolScrubber HardenedHost Unknown

NAT 3 1 1
ProtocolScrubber 3 1
HardenedHost 5 1

Table 4.8: Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes identifying obfuscation devices

Naive Bayes Classi�er evaluation Metrics obtained from confusion
matrix in Table 4.9 are calculated as:

Recovery Precision

NAT 0.8 1
ProtocolScrubber 0.75 0.75
HardenedHost 0.83 1

Table 4.9: Evaluations metrics for Naive Bayes identifying obfuscation de-
vices

Based con recovery and precision metrics for each security control
was calculated the accuracy as:

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/Σ

n
i=1Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 12/15 = 0.8 (4.1)

4.2.2 K nearest neighbours results

Table 4.10 shows the confusion matrix for KNN, with NAT, Protocol Scrub-
ber and Hardened samples. That were in the same percent that Naive Bayes
test. Because of the few samples, but big amount of data for each of them,
K was assigned as 2, due the optimal choice of the value k is highly data-
dependent: in general a larger k suppresses the e�ects of noise, but makes the
classi�cation boundaries less distinct, in this case there are 3 classes,therefore
if K > 2 KNN fails more when classify the security controls. Total of samples
for NAT networks were 10, having 5 for training and 5 for testing; 8 as total
of samples for Protocol Scrubbers, having 4 for training and 4 for testing,
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NAT ProtocolScrubber HardenedHost Unknown

NAT 3 2
ProtocolScrubber 3 1
HardenedHost 1 4 1

Table 4.10: Confusion Matrix for KNN identifying obfuscation devices

Recovery Precision

NAT 0.6 1
ProtocolScrubber 0.75 0.5
HardenedHost 0.66 0.8

Table 4.11: Evaluations metrics for KNN identifying obfuscation devices

and �nally a total of 12 samples for Hardened hosts, having 6 for training
and 6 for testing.

Based on Table 4.10 were calculated the accuracy for KNN as:

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/Σ

n
i=1Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 10/15 = 0.66 (4.2)

4.2.3 Decision tree results

Table 4.12 shows the confusion matrix for KNN, with NAT, Protocol Scrub-
ber and Hardened classi�cation by Decision Tree algorithm. Using the same
input as others classi�ers, 50% for training and 50% for testing, having 5
samples for training and 5 for testing NAT networks; 4 samples for train-
ing and for samples for testing Protocol Scrubbers and �nally 6 samples for
training and 6 for testing Hardening hosts.

Table 4.12: Confusion Matrix for Decision Tree identifying obfuscation de-
vices

NAT ProtocolScrubber HardenedHost Unknown

NAT 2 3
ProtocolScrubber 1 1 2
HardenedHost 5 1

It is worth to mention that Decision Tree had bad results when
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features do not exist in the database, however this property could be useful
to identify speci�c hardened hosts, NATted networks or Protocol scrubbers
in future work.

Table 4.13: Evaluations metrics for Decision Tree identifying obfuscation
devices

Recovery Precision

NAT 0.66 1
ProtocolScrubber 0.25 1
HardenedHost 0.83 0.83

Accuracy for Decision Tree classifying NAT networks, Protocol
Scrubbers and Hardened hosts was calculated as:

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/Σ

n
i=1Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 8/15 = 0.53 (4.3)

4.2.4 Support vector machines results

For SVM testing were implemented through Scikit framework, taking default
con�guration for multi-class classi�cation. As part of implementation code
show in Listing 4.1:

Listing 4.1: Part of SVM implementation code

def c l a s s i f y ( inX ) :
dataSet , l a b e l s = createDataSet ( )
c l f = svm .SVC( dec i s ion_funct ion_shape=' ovo ' )
c l f . f i t ( dataSet , l a b e l s )
r e s = str ( c l f . p r ed i c t ( [ inX ] ) [ 0 ] )
print ( "SVM" , r e s )
return r e s

Default con�guration for SVM in Scikit can be seen in Listing 4.2.

Listing 4.2: SVM default con�guration in Scikit

>>> c l f . f i t ( dataSet , l a b e l s )
SVC(C=1.0 , cache_size=200 , c lass_weight=None ,
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coe f 0 =0.0 , dec i s ion_funct ion_shape=' ovo ' ,
degree=3, gamma=' auto ' , k e rne l=' rb f ' ,
max_iter=−1, p r obab i l i t y=False , random_state=None ,
sh r i nk ing=True , t o l =0.001 , verbose=False )

Where:
C: Penalty parameter C of the error term.

cache_size: Specify the size of the kernel cache (in MB).

class_weight: Set the parameter C of class i to class_weight[i] ∗ C
for SVC. If not given, all classes are supposed to have weight one.
The �balanced� mode uses the values of y to automatically adjust
weights inversely proportional to class frequencies in the input data as:
n_samples/(n_classes ∗ np.bincount(y)).

coef0: Independent term in kernel function. It is only signi�cant in
�poly� and �sigmoid�.

decision_functionshape: Whether to return a one-vs-rest (�ovr�) de-
cision function of shape (nsamples, nclasses) as all other classi�ers, or the
original one-vs-one (�ovo�) decision function of libsvm which has shape
(n_samples, n_classes ∗ (n_classes− 1)/2).

degree: Degree of the polynomial kernel function �poly�. Ignored by
all other kernels.

gamma: Kernel coe�cient for �rbf�, �poly� and �sigmoid�. If gamma
is �auto� then 1/n_features will be used instead.

kernel: Speci�es the kernel type to be used in the algorithm. It must be
one of �linear�, �poly�, �rbf�, �sigmoid�, �precomputed� or a callable. If none
is given, �rbf� will be used. If a callable is given it is used to pre-compute
the kernel matrix from data matrices; that matrix should be an array of
shape (n_samples, n_samples).

max_iter: Hard limit on iterations within solver, or -1 for no limit.
probability: Whether to enable probability estimates. This must be enabled
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prior to calling �t, and will slow down that method.

random_state: The seed of the pseudo random number generator to
use when shu�ing the data. If int, random_state is the seed used by the
random number generator; If RandomState instance, random_state is the
random number generator; If None, the random number generator is the
RandomState instance used by np.random.

shrinking: Whether to use the shrinking heuristic.

tol: Tolerance for stopping criterion.

verbose: Enable verbose output. Note that this setting takes advan-
tage of a per-process runtime setting in libsvm that, if enabled, may not
work properly in a multithreaded context.

Table 4.14 shows the confusion matrix for SVM, with NAT, Protocol
Scrubber and Hardened samples.

Table 4.14: Confusion Matrix for SVM identifying obfuscation devices

NAT ProtocolScrubber HardenedHost Unknown

NAT 4 1
ProtocolScrubber 4
HardenedHost 6

Table 4.15: Evaluations metrics for SVM identifying obfuscation devices

Recovery Precision

NAT 0.8 1
ProtocolScrubber 1 1
HardenedHost 1 1

Accuracy was calculated as:

Accuracy = Σn
i=1Aii/Σ

n
i=1Σ

n
J=1AiJ = 14/15 = 0.93 (4.4)
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4.2.5 Results analysis of NAT networks, Protocol

Scrubber and Hardened hosts identi�cation

In table 4.16 can be seen evaluation metrics for each algorithm based on
confusion Matrix.
In Bayes metrics can be seen that NAT Network is sometimes confused with
Protocol Scrubbers, that behaviour is expected due number of di�erent TTLs
identi�ed are important to identify a NAT Network that have behind di�er-
ent Operating Systems. However some Protocol Scrubber change default
value using a set of values, not using just one value.
For SVM evaluation metrics almost all inputs were classi�ed correctly, com-
pared with others algorithms accuracy is so high. Showing that SVM clas-
si�cation have best results over other three algorithms. Also results are as
expected due to optimal margin gap between separating hyper planes, it
could make better predictions than other classi�ers.
Because of KNN is based on measuring distances between features in order to
show how much they are similar, it confuses devices with similar behaviours.
For example NAT Networks with Protocol scrubbers mentioned before, but
also can confuse Protocol Scrubbers with Hardened hosts. It is because not
all Protocol Scrubbers change default values using a set of proposed values,
some of them change default one by one value forever. On the other hand
hardened implementations use to be changed just duration hardening pro-
cess. Fact that impacts in KNN classi�cation.
Finally for Decision Tree classi�er, it was reported before that best results
are when input features are contained in the training dataset. This research
took advantage of that, due it is possible to study open source security con-
trols and extract their features in order to be added to the data for training.
Achieving most devices identi�cation using proper database.
Even when classi�ers made some mistakes, accuracy keeps an acceptable
value when ADA Boost joins results and take a decision between classi�ca-
tions made by proposed algorithms.
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Table 4.16: Evaluation metrics for implemented Classi�ers identifying obfus-
cation devices

Bayes SVM Decision Tree KNN

Device
Recovery Precision Recovery Precision Recovery Precision Recovery Precision

NAT 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.66 1 0.6 1
ProtocolScrubber 0.75 0.75 1 1 0.25 1 0.75 0.5
Hardened host 0.83 1 1 1 0.83 0.83 0.66 0.8

Accuracy 0.8 0.93 0.53 0.66



Conclusions

Based on the analysis over the implementation of security controls able to
obfuscate information the problem to identify obfuscated information and
obfuscation devices was solved through the use of classi�cation algorithms,
using features from passive and active information gathering.
Experimental research methodology let us test di�erent ways to identify am-
biguities between di�erent OS Fingerprinting approaches. Having di�culties
to obtain samples for security controls like protocol scrubbers, but were over-
come through the exploratory phase in such methodology, due it was better
implement such scenarios than to look for data bases of samples, that as we
know does not exist.
Based on results it was possible to identify obfuscated information tak-
ing advantage of IP, TCP and ICMP network protocols implementations.
Analysing any incongruence in their con�gurations between those modi�ed
protocols. Task that is valuable for penetration testers during a black box
security assessment, due it is important to focus over those most likely vul-
nerable systems in the environment, reducing time and resources. But also
having present those possible devices that could be a security control.
Naive Bayes, KNN, Decision Tree and Support Vector Machines algorithms
had expected results working together through ADA Boost algorithm, pro-
posal that was made in this research in order to classify and identify Ob-
fuscated Information and Obfuscation devices, considering di�erent classi�-
cation approaches. Deeply study over all possible parameters that can be
modi�ed to obfuscate network protocols, let to this research extract appro-
priated network �elds to classify each security control. Some inputs that
initially were considered as a direct input for each classi�er, had to be pre-
processed in order to not modify the way that proposed classi�ers works. For
example the analysis for ID IP �eld, that contains so much information about
certain behaviour of the network implementation in a device. The result of
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such analysis is the input for the classi�er, but it was not the classi�er work.
Using other techniques for the analysis.
Main contributions were on the manual feature extraction for each security
control proposed to be identi�ed in this thesis. Machine learning algorithms
testing to identify obfuscated information and obfuscation devices. Also were
developed and registered through INDAUTOR Software registry, the tools:

• Operating System �ngerprinting through classi�ers

• Information gathering to standard sharing threat intelligence format
(IG2STI)

• Pcap Analyzer

It is worth to mention that does not exist any research that proposed
obfuscated information and obfuscation devices identi�cation for a persistent
intrusive evaluation at the time that this research was done, neither for a
common pentesting. Contributing to new ways to collect information during
an Information Gathering step. Also contributing to OS Fingerprinting out
of the domain collision where the target is, case that rarely is given during a
security assessment.
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Future work

The scope of this research was limited to the study of three security con-
trols, Protocol Scrubbers, Hardened hosts and NAT networks on speci�c
environments described before. Leaving other kind of security controls that
could obfuscated information, complementing this research to identify more
obfuscation security controls.

Samples used for training and testing were extracted from a speci�c
network architecture. Being possible to add more samples from di�erent ar-
chitectures, worth work due this research could identify a variety of possibles
scenarios during a security evaluation, even developing speci�c scanners for
the added architecture that can be included with the plugins developed in
this research.

It is known that this research have been developed based on an
expert knowledge, analysing and extracting features in order to feed classi�ers
through an experimental research. On the other hand extracted features can
be compared versus a feature extractor algorithm, using machine learning
algorithms like clustering. Letting improve features used in this research,
or improve con�guration values for feature extractor algorithms until get
better results than in the manual way. Finally this research was thought as
a preventive security control, feature that can be useful to achieve a certain
level of resilience, adding necessary modules.
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Appendix A

Products

A.1 Projects

Name: Evasión de OS Fingerprinting a través de Protocol Scrub-
ber
By: 2017 Technological development or innovation projects for
IPN students
Project number: 13854
Date: June, 2017

A.2 Publications

Name: Obfuscated information classi�cation
By: Research in Computing Science
Congress: The International congress of Telematics & Comput-
ing
Place: Cancún, México
Date: November, 2017

Name: Security mechanism to prevent Linux Operating
System �ngerprinting
By: Research in Computing Science
Congress: The International congress of Telematics & Comput-
ing
Place: Cancún, México
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Date: November, 2017

A.3 Research student exchange

Place: Osaka University Japan
Date: July 1st 2017 � September 30th 2017
Description:

During my research student exchange in the Miyaji Laboratory at
Osaka University Japan, I worked Machine Learning algorithms
evaluation for obfuscated information classi�cation.

A.4 INDAUTOR Software registry

Name: Operating System �ngerprinting through classi�ers
Date: June, 2017

Name: Information gathering to standard sharing threat
intelligence format (IG2STI)
Date: November, 2016

Name: Pcap Analyzer
Date: November, 2016
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Appendix B

Cybox XML �le with

relationships example

In Listing B.1, is presented an example of the CybOX implementation.
Where there exist a main IPv4 address (lines 9-11), such IP has related
objects (lines 12-32) like an open port (lines 14-16), operating system, do-
main name and a product version; so Cybox lets relate information and share
with others modules without loss information.

Listing B.1: Cybox XML �le with relationships example.

<cybox:Observables
xmlns:
AddressObj=" ht tp : // cybox . mitre . org / ob j e c t s#AddressObject−2">
<cybox:Observable id=" example:Observable−b1ad">
<cybox:Object id="example:Address−1ec5 ">
<cybox :Prope r t i e s

x s i : type="AddressObj:AddressObjectType"
category=" ipv4−addr">

<AddressObj:Address_Value>
192 . 1 68 . 1 . 1 5

</AddressObj:Address_Value>
<cybox:Related_Objects>
<cybox:Related_Object i d r e f="example:URI−e536">
<cybox :Prope r t i e s x s i : t y p e="PortObj:PortObjectType">
<PortObj:Port_Value>80</PortObj:Port_Value>

</ cybox :Prope r t i e s>
<cybox :Prope r t i e s x s i : t y p e="SystemObj:SystemObjectType">
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<SystemObj:OS>
<SystemObj:Platform>
<cyboxCommon:Identi f ier system="Linux 2 . 4 . 2 "/>

</SystemObj:Platform>
</SystemObj:OS>

</ cybox :Prope r t i e s>
<cybox :Prope r t i e s x s i : t y p e="URIObj:URIObjectType"

type="Domain Name">
<URIObj:Value>www. proo f . com</URIObj:Value>

</ cybox :Prope r t i e s>
<cybox :Prope r t i e s x s i : t y p e="ProductObj:ProductObjectType">
<ProductObj:Product>Apache 2 . x</ProductObj:Product>
</ cybox :Prope r t i e s>

</cybox:Related_Object>
</ cybox:Related_Objects>

</ cybox :Prope r t i e s>
</ cybox:Object>

</ cybox:Observable>
</ cybox:Observables>
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Appendix C

Analysed Kernel Variables with

Description

Complete list of Kernel variables analysed during feature extraction.

Variable Description
net.core.tstamp_allow_data Generates a timestamp for each incoming packet

net.ipv4.tcp_invalid_ratelimit Limit the maximal rate for sending duplicate ac-
knowledgments in
response to incoming TCP packets that are for an
existing connection
but that are invalid due to any of these reasons:
(a) out-of-window sequence number,
(b) out-of-window acknowledgment number, or
(c) PAWS (Protection Against Wrapped Sequence
numbers) check failure
This can help mitigate simple "ack loop" DoS at-
tacks, wherein a buggy
or malicious middlebox or man-in-the-middle can
rewrite TCP header
�elds in manner that causes each endpoint to
think that the other is
sending invalid TCP segments, thus causing each
side to send an
unterminating stream of duplicate acknowledg-
ments for invalid segments.
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Using 0 disables rate-limiting of dupacks in re-
sponse to invalid
segments; otherwise this value speci�es the mini-
mal space between
sending such dupacks, in milliseconds.
Default: 500 (milliseconds).

net.core.rmem_max The maximum receive socket bu�er size in bytes.

net.ipv4.ip_default_ttl Default value of TTL �eld (Time To Live) for
outgoing (but not forwarded) IP packets. Should
be between 1 and 255 inclusive.
Default: 64 (as recommended by RFC1700).

net.ipv4.ipfrag_secret_interval Regeneration interval (in seconds) of the hash se-
cret (or lifetime for the hash secret)
for IP fragments. The default value is 600 sec-
onds.

net.ipv4.ipfrag_time Time in seconds to keep an IP fragment in mem-
ory.

net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies Helps protect against SYN �ood attacks,only
kicks in when
net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog is reached.

net.ipv4.tcp_rfc1337 Drop RST packets for sockets in the time-wait
state.

net.ipv4.conf.default.rp_�lter Will do source validation of the packet's recieved
from all the

net.ipv4.conf.all.rp_�lter interfaces on the machine.

net.ipv4.tcp_timestamps Causes extra overhead and allows uptime detec-
tion by scanners.

net.ipv4.conf.default.log_ Log packets which speci�es a source or destination
martians address that is net.ipv4.conf.all.log_martians re-

served for special-use.

net.ipv4.icmp_echo_ignore_ Ignore echo broadcast requests.
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broadcasts

net.ipv4.icmp_ignore_bogus_ Ignore bogus icmp errors.
error_responses

net.ipv4.conf.default.send_ Send redirects (if it is not a router, disable it)
redirects
net.ipv4.conf.all.send_redirects

net.ipv4.conf.default.accept_ ICMP routing redirects
redirects
net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_redirects

net.core.busy_poll Controls the number of microseconds to wait for
packets on the
device queue for socket poll and selects. Red Hat
recommends a
value of 50.

net.core.busy_read Controls the number of microseconds to wait for
packets on the
device queue for socket reads. Red Hat recom-
mends a value
of 50 for a small number of sockets, and a value
of 100 for large
numbers of sockets.

net.core.default_qdisc Sets the default queuing mechanism for Linux net-
working. It has very
signi�cant e�ects on network performance and la-
tency.

net.core.dev_weight Device weight refers to the number of packets a
device can receive at
one time (in a single scheduled processor access).

net.core.�ow_limit_cpu_bitmap Prioritizes small �ows during CPU contention by
dropping packets
from large �ows slightly ahead of those from small
�ows.
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net.core.�ow_limit_table_len Per-�ow rate is calculated by hashing each packet
into a hashtable
bucket and incrementing a per-bucket counter.
The default table
has 4096 buckets. This value can be modi�ed
through sysctl.

net.core.message_burst These parameters are used to limit the warning
messages written to

net.core.message_cost the kernel log from the networking code. They
enforce a
rate limit to make a denial-of-service attack im-
possible.
A higher message_cost factor, results in fewer
messages that will
be written. Message_burst controls when mes-
sages will be dropped.
The default settings limit warning messages to one
every �ve
seconds.

net.core.netdev_budget Maximum number of packets taken from all inter-
faces in one polling
cycle (NAPI poll). In one polling cycle interfaces
which are registered
to polling are probed in a round-robin manner.

net.core.netdev_max_backlog Maximum number of packets, queued on the IN-
PUT side, when
the interface receives packets faster than kernel
can process them.

net.core.netdev_rss_key RSS (Receive Side Scaling) enabled drivers use a
40 bytes host key
that is randomly generated.

net.core.netdev_tstamp_ If set to 0, RX packet timestamps can be sampled
after RPS
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prequeue processing, when the target CPU processes pack-
ets. It
might give some delay on timestamps, but
permit to distribute the load on several cpus.
If set to 1 (default), timestamps are sampled as
soon as
possible, before queueing.

net.core.optmem_max Maximum ancillary bu�er size allowed per socket.
Ancillary data is a
sequence of struct cmsghdr structures with ap-
pended data.

net.core.rmem_default The default setting of the socket receive bu�er in
bytes.

net.core.rps_sock_�ow_entries Number of entries in the global �ow table.

net.core.somaxconn Limit of socket listen() backlog, known in
userspace as SOMAXCONN.
Defaults to 128.

net.core.wmem_default The default setting in bytes of the socket send
bu�er.
Increase the write-bu�er-space allocatable.

net.core.wmem_max The maximum socket send bu�er size which may
be set by using the
SO_SNDBUF socket option.

net.core.xfrm_acq_expires Hard timeout in seconds for acquire requests,
used for SAs temporarily created when an acquire
is sent to the daemon.
Default 30

net.core.xfrm_aevent_etime Used to provide default values for the
XFRMA_ETIMER_THRESH
in incremental units of time of 100ms.
The default value is 10 (1 second).
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net.core.xfrm_aevent_rseqth Used to provide default values for
XFRMA_REPLAY_THRESH
parameter in incremental packet count.
The default value is 2 packets.

net.core.xfrm_larval_drop Packets are discarded if it is not set, and should
be kept in a
per-policy queue which contains maximum 100
SKBs if it is set.

net.ipv4.conf.all.default. Accept packets with local source addresses. In
combination with suitable

interface.accept_local routing, this can be used to direct packets between
two local interfaces
over the wire and have them accepted properly.
Default FALSE

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_redirects Accept Redirects. Functional default: enabled if
local forwarding is
disabled. disabled if local forwarding is enabled.

net.ipv4.conf.all.accept_ Accept source routing (routing extension header).
source_route >= 0: Accept only routing header type 2.

< 0: Do not accept routing header.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.conf.all.arp_accept De�ne behavior for gratuitous ARP frames who's
IP is not already present
in the ARP table:
0 - don't create new entries in the ARP table
1 - create new entries in the ARP table
Both replies and requests type gratuitous arp will
trigger the ARP table
to be updated, if this setting is on. If the ARP
table already contains the IP
address of the gratuitous arp frame, the arp table
will be updated
regardless if this setting is on or o�.
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net.ipv4.conf.all.arp_announce De�ne di�erent restriction levels for announcing
the local source IP
address from IP packets in ARP requests sent on
interface:
0 - (default) Use any local address, con�gured on
any interface
1 - Try to avoid local addresses that are not in the
target's subnet for this
interface. This mode is useful when target hosts
reachable via this
interface require the source IP address in ARP
requests to be part of their
logical network con�gured on the receiving inter-
face. When we generate
the request we will check all our subnets that in-
clude the target IP and will
preserve the source address if it is from such sub-
net. If there is no such
subnet we select source address according to the
rules for level 2.
2 - Always use the best local address for this tar-
get. In this mode we ignore
the source address in the IP packet and try to
select local address that we
prefer for talks with the target host. Such local
address is selected by
looking for primary IP addresses on all our sub-
nets on the outgoing
interface that include the target IP address. If no
suitable local address is
found we select the �rst local address we have on
the outgoing interface
or on all other interfaces, with the hope we will
receive reply for our
request and even sometimes no matter the source
IP address we
announce.
The max value from con-
f/all,interface/arp_announce is used.
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Increasing the restriction level gives more chance
for receiving answer
from the resolved target while decreasing the level
announces more valid
sender's information.

net.ipv4.conf.all.arp_�lter 1 - Allows you to have multiple network interfaces
on the same subnet,
and have the ARPs for each interface be answered
based on whether or
not the kernel would route a packet from the
ARP'd IP out that interface
(therefore you must use source based routing for
this to work). In other
words it allows control of which cards (usually 1)
will respond to an arp
request.
0 - (default) The kernel can respond to arp re-
quests with addresses from
other interfaces. This may seem wrong but it usu-
ally makes sense, because
it increases the chance of successful communica-
tion. IP addresses are
owned by the complete host on Linux, not by par-
ticular interfaces. Only for
more complex setups like load-balancing, does this
behaviour cause
problems.
arp_�lter for the interface will be enabled if at
least one of
conf/all,interface/arp_�lter is set to TRUE, it
will be disabled otherwise

net.ipv4.conf.all.arp_ignore De�ne di�erent modes for sending replies in re-
sponse to received ARP
requests that resolve local target IP addresses:
0 - (default): reply for any local target IP address,
con�gured on any
interface
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1 - reply only if the target IP address is local ad-
dress con�gured on
the incoming interface
2 - reply only if the target IP address is local ad-
dress con�gured on the
incoming interface and both with the sender's IP
address are part from
same subnet on this interface
3 - do not reply for local addresses con�gured with
scope host, only
resolutions for global and link addresses are
replied
4-7 - reserved
8 - do not reply for all local addresses
The max value from con-
f/all,interface/arp_ignore is used when ARP
request is received on the interface

net.ipv4.conf.all.arp_notify De�ne mode for noti�cation of address and device
changes.
0 - (default): do nothing
1 - Generate gratuitous arp requests when device
is brought up or
hardware address changes.

net.ipv4.conf.all.bootp_relay Accept packets with source address 0.b.c.d des-
tined not to this host as
local ones. It is supposed, that BOOTP relay dae-
mon will catch and forward
such packets.
conf/all/bootp_relay must also be set to TRUE
to enable BOOTP relay for
the interface default FALSE. Not Implemented
Yet.

net.ipv4.conf.all.disable_policy Disable IPSEC policy (SPD) for this interface

net.ipv4.conf.all.disable_xfrm Disable IPSEC encryption on this interface, what-
ever the policy
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net.ipv4.conf.all.force_igmp_ 0 - (default) No enforcement of a IGMP version,
IGMPv1/v2 fallback

version allowed. Will back to IGMPv3 mode again if all
IGMPv1/v2 Querier Present
timer expires.
1 - Enforce to use IGMP version 1. Will also reply
IGMPv1 report if receive
IGMPv2/v3 query.
2 - Enforce to use IGMP version 2. Will fallback
to IGMPv1 if receive
IGMPv1 query message. Will reply report if re-
ceive IGMPv3 query.
3 - Enforce to use IGMP version 3. The same
react with default 0.
Note: this is not the same with
force_mld_version because IGMPv3
RFC3376 Security Considerations does not have
clear description that we
could ignore other version messages completely as
MLDv2 RFC3810. So
make this value as default 0 is recommended.

net.ipv4.conf.all.forwarding Con�gure interface-speci�c Host/Router be-
haviour.
Note: It is recommended to have the same setting
on all interfaces; mixed
router/host scenarios are rather uncommon.
Possible values are:
0 Forwarding disabled
1 Forwarding enabled
FALSE (0):
By default, Host behaviour is assumed. This
means:
1. IsRouter �ag is not set in Neighbour Adver-
tisements.
2. If accept_ra is TRUE (default), transmit
Router Solicitations.
3. If accept_ra is TRUE (default), accept Router
Advertisements (and do autocon�guration).
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4. If accept_redirects is TRUE (default), accept
Redirects. TRUE (1):
If local forwarding is enabled, Router behaviour
is assumed.
This means exactly the reverse from the above:
1. IsRouter �ag is set in Neighbour Advertise-
ments.
2. Router Solicitations are not sent unless ac-
cept_ra is 2.
3. Router Advertisements are ignored unless ac-
cept_ra is 2.
4. Redirects are ignored.
Default: 0 (disabled) if global forwarding is dis-
abled (default),
otherwise 1 (enabled).

net.ipv4.conf.all.igmpv2_ The interval in milliseconds in which the next
unsolicited_report_interval unsolicited IGMPv1 or IGMPv2 report retransmit

will take place. Default: 10000 (10 seconds)

net.ipv4.conf.all. The interval in milliseconds in which the next un-
solicited IGMPv3

igmpv3_unsolicited report retransmit will take place. Default: 1000
(1 seconds)

_report_interval

net.ipv4.conf.all. Ability to have the Linux kernel track whether or
not a

ignore_routes_with_linkdown particular route should be used based on the link-
status of the
interface associated with the next-hop.

net.ipv4.conf.all.log_martians Log packets which speci�es a source or destination
address that is
reserved for special-use

net.ipv4.conf.all.mc_forwarding Do multicast routing. The kernel needs to be com-
piled with
CONFIG_MROUTE and a multicast routing
daemon is required.
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conf/all/mc_forwarding must also be set to
TRUE to enable multicast
routing for the interface

net.ipv4.conf.all.medium_id Integer value used to di�erentiate the devices by
the medium they are
attached to. Two devices can have di�erent id
values when the broadcast
packets are received only on one of them.
The default value 0 means that the device is the
only interface to its medium,
value of -1 means that medium is not known.
Currently, it is used to change the proxy_arp be-
havior: the proxy_arp
feature is enabled for packets forwarded between
two devices attached
to di�erent media.

net.ipv4.conf.all.promote_ When a primary IP address is removed from this
secondaries interface promote a corresponding secondary IP

address instead of removing all the
corresponding secondary IP addresses.

net.ipv4.conf.all.proxy_arp Do proxy arp. proxy_arp for the interface will be
enabled if at least
one of conf/all,interface/proxy_arp is set to
TRUE, it will be disabled otherwise

net.ipv4.conf.all.proxy_arp_ Private VLAN proxy arp. Basically allow proxy
arp replies back to the same

pvlan interface (from which the ARP request/solicita-
tion was received).
This is done to support (ethernet) switch features,
like RFC 3069, where the individual
ports are NOT allowed to communicate with each
other, but they are allowed to
talk to the upstream router. As described in RFC
3069, it is possible
to allow these hosts to communicate through the
upstream router by proxy_arp'ing.
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Don't need to be used together with proxy_arp.

net.ipv4.conf.all.route_localnet Do not consider loopback addresses as martian
source or destination while
routing. This enables the use of 127/8 for local
routing purposes.
default FALSE

net.ipv4.conf.all.rp_�lter 0 - No source validation.
1 - Strict mode as de�ned in RFC3704 Strict Re-
verse Path Each incoming
packet is tested against the FIB and if the inter-
face is not the best reverse
path the packet check will fail. By default failed
packets are discarded.
2 - Loose mode as de�ned in RFC3704 Loose Re-
verse Path Each incoming
packet's source address is also tested against the
FIB and if the source
address is not reachable via any interface the
packet check will fail.
Current recommended practice in RFC3704 is to
enable strict mode to
prevent IP spoo�ng from DDos attacks. If using
asymmetric routing
or other complicated routing, then loose mode is
recommended.
The max value from conf/all,interface/rp_�lter is
used when doing source
validation on the interface.
Default value is 0. Note that some distributions
enable it in startup scripts.

net.ipv4.conf.all.secure_redirects Accept ICMP redirect messages only to gateways
listed in the interface's
current gateway list. Even if disabled, RFC1122
redirect rules still apply.
Overridden by shared_media. secure_redirects
for the interface will be
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enabled if at least one of con-
f/all,interface/secure_redirects is set to TRUE,
it will be disabled
otherwise default TRUE

net.ipv4.conf.all.send_redirects Send redirects, if router. send_redirects for the
interface will be enabled if
at least one of conf/all,interface/send_redirects is
set to TRUE, it will be
disabled otherwise. Default: TRUE.

net.ipv4.conf.all.shared_media Send(router) or accept(host) RFC1620 shared me-
dia redirects.
Overrides secure_redirects. shared_media for
the interface will be enabled if
at least one of conf/all,interface/shared_media is
set to TRUE,
it will be disabled otherwise. Default TRUE.

net.ipv4.conf.all.src_valid_mark Tell kernel to use packet mark so it stops rp_�lter
from quietly
dropping packets

net.ipv4.conf.all.tag Allows you to write a number, which can be used
as required.
Default value is 0.

net.ipv4.fwmark_re�ect Controls the fwmark of kernel-generated IPv6 re-
ply packets that are not
associated with a socket for example, TCP RSTs
or ICMPv6 echo replies).
If unset, these packets have a fwmark of zero. If
set, they have the fwmark
of the packet they are replying to.
Default: 0
conf/interface/*:
Change special settings per interface.
The functional behaviour for certain settings is
di�erent depending on
whether local forwarding is enabled or not.
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net.ipv4.icmp_echo_ignore_all If set non-zero, then the kernel will ignore all
ICMP ECHO requests sent to it.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.icmp_echo_ignore_ If set non-zero, then the kernel will ignore all
ICMP ECHO and TIMESTAMP

broadcasts requests sent to it via broadcast/multicast.
Default: 1

net.ipv4.icmp_errors_use_ If zero, icmp error messages are sent with the pri-
mary address of the

inbound_ifaddr exiting interface. If non-zero, the message will be
sent with the primary
address of the interface that received the packet
that caused the icmp error.
This is the behaviour network many administra-
tors will expect from a
router. And it can make debugging complicated
network layouts much
easier.
Note that if no primary address exists for the in-
terface selected, then
the primary address of the �rst non-loopback in-
terface that has one will be
used regardless of this setting.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.icmp_ignore_bogus_ Some routers violate RFC1122 by sending
error_responses bogus responses to broadcast frames. Such viola-

tions are normally logged
via a kernel warning.
If this is set to TRUE, the kernel will not give
such warnings, which
will avoid log �le clutter.
Default: 1

net.ipv4.icmp_msgs_burst Icmp_msgs_per_sec controls number of ICMP
packets sent per second,
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while icmp_msgs_burst controls the burst size of
these packets.
Default: 50

net.ipv4.icmp_msgs_per_sec Limit maximal number of ICMP packets sent per
second from this host.
Only messages whose type matches
icmp_ratemask (see below) are
controlled by this limit.
Default: 1000

net.ipv4.icmp_ratelimit Limit the maximal rates for sending ICMP pack-
ets whose type matches
icmp_ratemask (see below) to speci�c targets.
0 to disable any limiting, otherwise the minimal
space between responses
in milliseconds.
Note that another sysctl, icmp_msgs_per_sec
limits the number of ICMP
packets sent on all targets.
Default: 1000

net.ipv4.icmp_ratemask Mask made of ICMP types for which rates are
being limited. Signi�cant
bits: IHGFEDCBA9876543210
Default mask: 0000001100000011000 (6168)
Bit de�nitions (see include/linux/icmp.h):
0 Echo Reply
3 Destination Unreachable *
4 Source Quench *
5 Redirect
8 Echo Request
B Time Exceeded *
C Parameter Problem *
D Timestamp Request
E Timestamp Reply
F Info Request
G Info Reply
H Address Mask Request
I Address Mask Reply
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* These are rate limited by default (see default
mask above)

net.ipv4.igmp_link_local_ Enable IGMP reports for link local multicast
groups in the 224.0.0.X range.

mcast_reports Default TRUE

net.ipv4.igmp_max_ Change the maximum number of multicast groups
we can subscribe to.

memberships Default: 20
Theoretical maximum value is bounded by having
to send a membership report in a
single datagram (i.e. the report can't span multi-
ple datagrams, or risk confusing
the switch and leaving groups you don't intend
to).
The number of supported groups 'M' is bounded
by the number of group report
entries you can �t into a single datagram of 65535
bytes.
M = 65536-sizeof (ip header)/(sizeof(Group
record))
Group records are variable length, with a mini-
mum of 12 bytes.
So net.ipv4.igmp_max_memberships should not
be set higher than:
(65536-24) / 12 = 5459
The value 5459 assumes no IP header options, so
in practice this number may be lower.

net.ipv4.igmp_max_msf Maximum number of addresses allowed in the
source �lter list for
a multicast group. Default: 10

net.ipv4.igmp_qrv Controls the IGMP query robustness variable (see
RFC2236 8.1).
Default: 2 (as speci�ed by RFC2236 8.1)
Minimum: 1 (as speci�ed by RFC6636 4.5)
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net.ipv4.inet_peer_maxttl Maximum time-to-live of entries. Unused entries
will expire after this
period of time if there is no memory pressure on
the pool (i.e. when the
number of entries in the pool is very small).
Measured in seconds.

net.ipv4.inet_peer_minttl Minimum time-to-live of entries. Should be
enough to cover fragment
time-to-live on the reassembling side. This mini-
mum time-to-live is
guaranteed if the pool size is less than
inet_peer_threshold.
Measured in seconds.

net.ipv4.inet_peer_threshold The approximate size of the storage. Starting
from this threshold entries
will be thrown aggressively. This threshold also
determines entries'
time-to-live and time intervals between garbage
collection passes.
More entries, less time-to-live, less GC interval.

net.ipv4.ip_dynaddr If set non-zero, enables support for dynamic ad-
dresses.
If set to a non-zero value larger than 1, a kernel
log message will be printed
when dynamic address rewriting occurs.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.ip_early_demux Optimize input packet processing down to one de-
mux for certain kinds
of local sockets. Currently we only do this for
established TCP sockets.
It may add an additional cost for pure routing
workloads that reduces overall throughput,
in such case you should disable it.
Default: 1

net.ipv4.ip_forward 0 - disabled (default) not 0 - enabled
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Forward Packets between interfaces.
This variable is special, its change resets all con-
�guration parameters to their
default state (RFC1122 for hosts, RFC1812 for
routers)

net.ipv4.ip_forward_use_pmtu By default we don't trust protocol path MTUs
while forwarding because
they could be easily forged and can lead to un-
wanted fragmentation by the router.
You only need to enable this if you have user-space
software which tries to
discover path mtus by itself and depends on the
kernel honoring this information.
This is normally not the case.
Default: 0 (disabled)
Possible values:
0 - disabled
1 - enabled

net.ipv4.ip_local_port_range De�nes the local port range that is used by TCP
and UDP to choose the
local port. The �rst number is the �rst, the second
the last local port number.
If possible, it is better these numbers have di�er-
ent parity.
(one even and one odd values)
The default values are 32768 and 60999 respec-
tively.

net.ipv4.ip_local_reserved_ports Specify the ports which are reserved for known
third-party
applications. These ports will not be used by au-
tomatic port assignments
(e.g. when calling connect() or bind() with port
number 0).
Explicit port allocation behavior is unchanged.
The format used for both input and output is a
comma separated list of
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ranges (e.g. "1,2-4,10-10" for ports 1, 2, 3, 4 and
10). Writing to the �le
will clear all previously reserved ports and update
the current list with
the one given in the input.

net.ipv4.ip_no_pmtu_disc Disable Path MTU Discovery. If enabled in mode
1 and a
fragmentation-required ICMP is received, the
PMTU to this destination will
be set to min_pmtu (see below). You will need
to raise min_pmtu to the smallest
interface MTU on your system manually if you
want to avoid locally generated fragments.
In mode 2 incoming Path MTU Discovery mes-
sages will be discarded. Outgoing frames
are handled the same as in mode 1, implicitly
setting IP_PMTUDISC_DONT on every created
socket.
Mode 3 is a hardend pmtu discover mode. The
kernel will only accept fragmentation-needed
errors if the underlying protocol can verify them
besides a plain socket lookup.
Current protocols for which pmtu events will be
honored are TCP, SCTP and DCCP
as they verify e.g. the sequence number or the
association. This mode should not
be enabled globally but is only intended to secure
e.g. name servers in namespaces
where TCP path mtu must still work but path
MTU information of other protocols
should be discarded. If enabled globally this mode
could break other protocols.
Possible values: 0-3
Default: FALSE

net.ipv4.ip_nonlocal_bind If set, allows processes to bind() to non-local IP
addresses,
which can be quite useful - but may break some
applications. Default: 0
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net.ipv4.ipfrag_high_thresh Maximum memory used to reassemble IP frag-
ments.
When ipfrag_high_thresh bytes of memory is al-
located for this purpose, the
fragment handler will toss packets until
ipfrag_low_thresh is reached.
This also serves as a maximum limit to names-
paces di�erent from the initial one.

net.ipv4.ipfrag_low_thresh Maximum memory used to reassemble IP frag-
ments before
the kernel begins to remove incomplete fragment
queues to free up resources.
The kernel still accepts new fragments for defrag-
mentation.

net.ipv4.ipfrag_max_dist ipfrag_max_dist is a non-negative integer value
which
de�nes the maximum "disorder" which is allowed
among fragments which share a
common IP source address. Note that reordering
of packets is not unusual, but if
a large number of fragments arrive from a source
IP address while a particular fragment
queue remains incomplete, it probably indicates
that one or more fragments belonging
to that queue have been lost. When
ipfrag_max_dist is positive, an additional check
is done on fragments before they are added to a
reassembly queue � if ipfrag_max_dist
(or more) fragments have arrived from a particu-
lar IP address between additions
to any IP fragment queue using that source ad-
dress, it's presumed that one or more
fragments in the queue are lost. The existing frag-
ment queue will be dropped,
and a new one started. An ipfrag_max_dist
value of zero disables this check.
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Using a very small value, e.g. 1 or 2, for
ipfrag_max_dist can result in
unnecessarily dropping fragment queues when
normal reordering of packets occurs,
which could lead to poor application performance.
Using a very large value,
e.g. 50000, increases the likelihood of incorrectly
reassembling IP fragments that
originate from di�erent IP datagrams, which
could result in data corruption.
Default: 64

net.ipv4.neigh.default. Maximum for random delay of answers to neigh-
bor

interface.anycast_delay solicitation messages in ji�es (1/100 sec). Not yet
implemented (Linux does
not have anycast support yet).

net.ipv4.neigh.default.app_solicit Determines the number of requests to send to the
user level ARP daemon. Use 0 to turn o�.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.base_ A base value used for computing the
reachable_time_ms random reachable time value as speci�ed in

RFC2461.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.delay_�rst_Delay for the �rst time probe if the neighbor is
reachable.

probe_time

net.ipv4.neigh.default.gc_interval It is still present until Linux 3.2 but has no e�ect.
It was used to trigger an asynchronous cleanup of
the route cache.
The garbage collector is now considered e�cient
enough for the job.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.gc_ Determines how often to check for stale ARP en-
tries.

stale_time After an ARP entry is stale it will be resolved
again (which is useful when
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an IP address migrates to another machine).
When ucast_solicit is greater than 0
it �rst tries to send an ARP packet directly to the
known host. When that
fails and mcast_solicit is greater than 0, an ARP
request is broadcast.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.locktime An ARP/neighbor entry is only replaced with a
new one if
the old is at least locktime old. This prevents
ARP cache thrashing.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.mcast_ Maximum number of retries for multicast solici-
tation.

solicit

net.ipv4.neigh.default.proxy_ Maximum time (real time is random [0..proxy-
time]) before answering

delay to an ARP request for which we have an proxy
ARP entry. In some cases, this is
used to prevent network �ooding.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.proxy_qlen Maximum queue length of the delayed proxy
arp timer. (see proxy_delay).

net.ipv4.neigh.default.retrans_ The time, expressed in ji�es (1/100 sec),
time_ms between retransmitted Neighbor Solicitation mes-

sages. Used for address resolution
and to determine if a neighbor is unreachable.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.ucast_ Maximum number of retries for unicast solicita-
tion.

solicit

net.ipv4.neigh.default.unres_qlen Maximum queue length for a pending arp request
- the number of packets which are accepted from
other layers while the ARP address is still re-
solved.

net.ipv4.neigh.default.unres_ The maximum number of bytes which may be
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qlen_bytes used by packets queued for eac unresolved address
by other network layers. (added in linux 3.3)
Setting negative value is meaningless and will re-
turn error.
Default: 65536 Bytes(64KB)

net.ipv4.ping_group_range Specify the group range allowed to create non-raw
icmp sockets.
Possible applications:
1 0 (default) - nobody (not even root) may create
ping sockets.
100 100 - grant permissions to the single group to
either make
/sbin/ping sgid'ed and owned by this group or to
grant permissions to the "netadmins" group.
0 4294967295 - enable it for the world.
100 4294967295 - enable it for the users, but not
daemons.
Default: 1 0

net.ipv4.route.error_burst These parameters are used to limit the warning
messages written
to the kernel log from the routing code. The
higher the error_cost factor is, the
fewer messages will be written. Error_burst con-
trols when messages will be dropped.
The default settings limit warning messages to one
every �ve seconds.

net.ipv4.route.error_cost These parameters are used to limit the warning
messages
written to the kernel log from the routing code.
The higher the error_cost factor
is, the fewer messages will be written. Er-
ror_burst controls when messages will be
dropped. The default settings limit warning mes-
sages to one every �ve seconds.

net.ipv4.route.gc_elasticity Values to control the frequency and behaviour of
the
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garbage collection algorithm for the routing cache.
This can be important for when
doing fail over. At least gc_timeout seconds will
elapse before Linux will skip
to another route because the previous one has
died. By default set to 300, you
may want to lower it if you want to have a speedy
fail over.

net.ipv4.route.gc_interval It is still needed to avoid exhausting the neighbour
cache because it allows to cleanup the cache peri-
odically and not only above a
given threshold. Keep it to its default value of 60.

net.ipv4.route.gc_min_ Is the minimum delay between two runs of the
interval_ms garbage collector, except when the cache is full.

The default value should be �ne.

net.ipv4.route.gc_thresh Is a threshold triggering the garbage collector
every net.ipv4.route.gc_min_interval_ms mil-
liseconds.

net.ipv4.route.gc_timeout Is the base value to determine if an entry is old
enough
to be removed or not. Whatever its value, the
garbage collector will attempt to
remove the same number of entries. However, this
value could potentially
in�uence its e�ciency. See below for more details
on this.

net.ipv4.route.max_size Maximum size of the routing cache. Old entries
will be
purged once the cache reached has this size.

net.ipv4.route.min_adv_mss The advertised MSS depends on the �rst hop
route MTU,
but will never be lower than this setting.

net.ipv4.route.min_pmtu Default 552 - minimum discovered Path MTU
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net.ipv4.route.mtu_expires Time, in seconds, that cached PMTU information
is kept.

net.ipv4.route.redirect_load Factors which determine if more ICMP redirects
should
be sent to a speci�c host. No redirects will be sent
once the load limit or the
maximum number of redirects has been reached.

net.ipv4.route.redirect_number One of the factors which determine if more ICMP
redirects should be sent to a speci�c host. No
redirects will be sent once the
maximum number of redirects has been reached.

net.ipv4.route.redirect_silence Timeout for redirects. After this period redirects
will be sent again, even if this has been stopped,
because the load or number limit
has been reached.

net.ipv4.tcp_abort_on_over�ow A boolean �ag controlling the behaviour under
lots of incoming connections. When enabled, this
causes the kernel to actively send
RST packets when a service is overloaded.

net.ipv4.tcp_adv_win_scale Scaling factor for calculating application portion
of window. Count bu�ering overhead as bytes / 2
�tcp_adv_win_scale
(if tcp_adv_win_scale > 0) or bytes - bytes / 2
�(-tcp_adv_win_scale),
if it is <= 0. The default value is 2.

net.ipv4.tcp_app_win Scale factor for portion of window reserved for
bu�ering
overhead. Reserve max(window / 2
�tcp_app_win, mss) of window for applica-
tion
bu�er. Value 0 is special, it means that nothing
is reserved. The default value is 31.
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net.ipv4.tcp_autocorking Enable TCP auto corking : When applications do
consecutive small
write()/sendmsg() system calls, we try to coalesce
these small writes as much
as possible, to lower total amount of sent packets.
This is done if at least one
prior packet for the �ow is waiting in Qdisc queues
or device transmit queue.
Applications can still use TCP_CORK for opti-
mal behavior when they know how/when
to uncork their sockets. Default : 1

net.ipv4.tcp_available_ Shows the available congestion control choices
that

congestion_control are registered. More congestion control algo-
rithms may be
available as modules, but not loaded.

net.ipv4.tcp_base_mss Lower bound for TCP path MTU discovery prob-
ing.
The default value is 512 bytes.

net.ipv4.tcp_challenge_ack_limit Limits number of Challenge ACK sent per second,
as recommended in RFC 5961 (Improving TCP's
Robustness to Blind In-Window Attacks)
Default: 100

net.ipv4.tcp_ Set the congestion control algorithm to be used
for new connections.

congestion_control The algorithm "reno" is always available, but ad-
ditional choices
may be available based on kernel con�guration.

net.ipv4.tcp_dsack Allows TCP to send "duplicate" SACKs. Enabled
(1) by default.

net.ipv4.tcp_early_retrans Enable Early Retransmit (ER), per RFC 5827.
ER lowers
the threshold for triggering fast retransmit when
the amount of outstanding data
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is small and when no previously unsent data can
be transmitted (such that
limited transmit could be used). Also controls the
use of Tail loss probe (TLP)
that converts RTOs occurring due to tail losses
into fast recovery
draft-dukkipati-tcpm-tcp-loss-probe-01).
Possible values:
0 disables ER
1 enables ER
2 enables ER
but delays fast recovery and fast retransmit by a
fourth of RTT.
This mitigates connection falsely recovers when
network has a small degree of
reordering (less than 3 packets).
3 enables delayed ER and TLP.
4 enables TLP only.
Default: 3

net.ipv4.tcp_ecn Enable Explicit Congestion Noti�cation in TCP.
Enabled (1) by default.

net.ipv4.tcp_ecn_fallback If the kernel detects that ECN connection misbe-
haves,
enable fall back to non-ECN. Currently, this knob
implements the fallback from
RFC3168, section 6.1.1.1., but we reserve that in
future, additional
detection mechanisms could be implemented un-
der this knob. The value is
not used, if tcp_ecn or per route (or congestion
control) ECN settings are
disabled. Default: 1 (fallback enabled)

net.ipv4.tcp_fack Enable FACK congestion avoidance and fast re-
transmission.
Forward ACKnowledgement is a special algorithm
that works on top of the SACK options,
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and is geared at congestion controlling. The value
is not used if tcp_sack is
not enabled. Enabled (1) by default.

net.ipv4.tcp_fastopen Enable TCP Fast Open (RFC7413) to send and
accept data in
the opening SYN packet. The client support is
enabled by �ag 0x1 (on by default).
The client then must use sendmsg() or sendto()
with the MSG_FASTOPEN �ag,
rather than connect() to send data in SYN.
The server support is enabled by �ag 0x2 (o� by
default). Then either enable
for all listeners with another �ag (0x400) or enable
individual listeners via
TCP_FASTOPEN socket option with the option
value being the length of the
syn-data backlog.
The values (bitmap) are
0x1: (client) enables sending data in the opening
SYN on the client.
0x2: (server) enables the server support, i.e., al-
lowing data in a SYN packet to
be accepted and passed to the application before
3-way handshake �nishes.
0x4: (client) send data in the opening SYN re-
gardless of cookie availability
and without a cookie option.
0x200: (server) accept data-in-SYN w/o any
cookie option present.
0x400: (server) enable all listeners to support Fast
Open by default without
explicit TCP_FASTOPEN socket option.
Default: 0x1
Note that that additional client or server features
are only e�ective if
the basic support (0x1 and 0x2) are enabled re-
spectively.
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net.ipv4.tcp_�n_timeout Time to hold socket in state FIN-WAIT-2, if it
was closed
by our side. Peer can be broken and never close
its side, or even die unexpectedly.
The default value is 60 seconds.
Usual value used in 2.2 was 180 seconds, you may
restore it, but remember that if
your machine is even underloaded web server, you
risk to over�ow memory with lots
of dead sockets. FIN-WAIT-2 sockets are less dan-
gerous than FIN-WAIT-1, because
they eat maximum 1.5 kilobytes of memory, but
they tend to live longer.

net.ipv4.tcp_frto Enables Forward RTO-Recovery (F-RTO) de�ned
in RFC5682. F-RTO
is an enhanced recovery algorithm for TCP re-
transmission timeouts. It is particularly
bene�cial in networks where the RTT �uctuates
(e.g., wireless). F-RTO is
sender-side only modi�cation. It does not require
any support from the peer.
By default it's enabled with a non-zero value. 0
disables F-RTO.

net.ipv4.tcp_fwmark_accept If set, incoming connections to listening sockets
that do not have a socket mark will set the mark
of the accepting socket to the
fwmark of the incoming SYN packet. This will
cause all packets on that connection
(starting from the �rst SYNACK) to be sent with
that fwmark. The listening socket's
mark is unchanged. Listening sockets that already
have a fwmark set via setsockopt
(SOL_SOCKET, SO_MARK, ...) are unaf-
fected.

net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_intvl How frequently the probes are send out. Multi-
plied
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by tcp_keepalive_probes it is time to kill not re-
sponding connection, after
probes started. Default value: 75sec i.e. connec-
tion will be aborted after �11 minutes of retries.

net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_probes How many keepalive probes TCP sends out, until
it
decides that the connection is broken. Default
value: 9.
net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time How often TCP
sends out keepalive messages when
keepalive is enabled.
Default: 2hours.

net.ipv4.tcp_limit_output_bytes Controls TCP Small Queue limit per tcp socket.
TCP bulk sender tends to increase packets in
�ight until it gets losses noti�cations.
With SNDBUF autotuning, this can result in a
large amount of packets queued
in qdisc/device on the local machine, hurting la-
tency of other �ows,
for typical p�fo_fast qdiscs.
tcp_limit_output_bytes limits the number of
bytes on qdisc or device to
reduce arti�cial RTT/cwnd and reduce
bu�erbloat.
Default: 262144

net.ipv4.tcp_low_latency If set, the TCP stack makes decisions that prefer
lower latency
as opposed to higher throughput. By default, this
option is not set meaning
that higher throughput is preferred.
An example of an application where this default
should be changed would be
a Beowulf compute cluster.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.tcp_max_orphans Maximal number of TCP sockets not attached to
any user
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�le handle, held by system. If this number is ex-
ceeded orphaned connections are
reset immediately and warning is printed. This
limit exists only to prevent simple
DoS attacks, you must not rely on this or lower
the limit arti�cially, but
rather increase it (probably, after increasing in-
stalled memory), if network
conditions require more than default value, and
tune network services to
linger and kill such states more aggressively. Let
me to remind again: each
orphan eats up to 64K of unswappable memory.

net.ipv4.tcp_max_reordering Maximal reordering level of packets in a TCP
stream.
300 is a fairly conservative value, but you might
increase it if paths are
using per packet load balancing (like bonding rr
mode)
Default: 300

net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog Maximal number of remembered connection re-
quests,
which have not received an acknowledgment from
connecting client.
The minimal value is 128 for low memory ma-
chines, and it will increase in
proportion to the memory of machine.
If server su�ers from overload, try increasing this
number.

net.ipv4.tcp_max_tw_buckets Maximal number of timewait sockets held by sys-
tem
simultaneously. If this number is exceeded time-
wait socket is immediately destroyed
and warning is printed. This limit exists only to
prevent simple DoS attacks,
you must not lower the limit arti�cially, but rather
increase it (probably,
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after increasing installed memory), if network con-
ditions require more than
default value.

net.ipv4.tcp_mem Vector of 3 INTEGERs: min, pressure, max min:
below this number
of pages TCP is not bothered about its memory
appetite. pressure:
when amount of memory allocated by TCP ex-
ceeds this number of pages, TCP
moderates its memory consumption and enters
memory pressure mode, which is
exited when memory consumption falls under
"min".
max: number of pages allowed for queueing by all
TCP sockets.
Defaults are calculated at boot time from amount
of available memory.

net.ipv4.tcp_min_tso_segs Minimal number of segments per TSO frame.
Since linux-3.12, TCP does an automatic sizing of
TSO frames, depending on
�ow rate, instead of �lling 64Kbytes packets.
For speci�c usages, it's possible to force TCP to
build big TSO frames.
Note that TCP stack might split too big TSO
packets if available window is
too small. Default: 2

net.ipv4.tcp_moderate_rcvbuf If set, TCP performs receive bu�er auto-tuning,
attempting to automatically size the bu�er (no
greater than tcp_rmem[2]) to
match the size required by the path for full
throughput. Enabled by default.

net.ipv4.tcp_mtu_probing Controls TCP Packetization-Layer Path MTU
Discovery.
Takes three values:
0 - Disabled
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1 - Disabled by default, enabled when an ICMP
black hole detected
2 - Always enabled, use initial MSS of
tcp_base_mss.

net.ipv4.tcp_no_metrics_save By default, TCP saves various connection metrics
in the route cache when the connection closes, so
that connections established
in the near future can use these to set initial con-
ditions. Usually,
this increases overall performance, but may some-
times cause performance
degradation. If set, TCP will not cache metrics
on closing connections.

net.ipv4.tcp_notsent_lowat A TCP socket can control the amount of unsent
bytes
in its write queue, thanks to
TCP_NOTSENT_LOWAT socket option.
poll()/select()/epoll() reports POLLOUT events
if the amount of unsent bytes
is below a per socket value, and if the write queue
is not full.
sendmsg() will also not add new bu�ers if the limit
is hit.
This global variable controls the amount of unsent
data for sockets not using
TCP_NOTSENT_LOWAT. For these sockets, a
change to the global variable has
immediate e�ect. Default: UINT_MAX
(0xFFFFFFFF)

net.ipv4.tcp_orphan_retries This value in�uences the timeout of a locally
closed
TCP connection, when RTO retransmissions re-
main unacknowledged.
The default value is 8. If your machine is a loaded
WEB server, you should think
about lowering this value, such sockets may con-
sume signi�cant resources.
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net.ipv4.tcp_pacing_ca_ratio sk->sk_pacing_rate is set by TCP stack using
a ratio applied to current rate. (current_rate =
cwnd * mss / srtt)
If TCP is in congestion avoidance phase,
tcp_pacing_ca_ratio is applied to
conservatively probe for bigger throughput. De-
fault: 120

net.ipv4.tcp_pacing_ss_ratio sk->sk_pacing_rate is set by TCP stack using a
ratio applied to current rate. (current_rate =
cwnd * mss / srtt)
If TCP is in slow start, tcp_pacing_ss_ratio is
applied to let TCP probe for
bigger speeds, assuming cwnd can be doubled ev-
ery other RTT.
Default: 200

net.ipv4.tcp_probe_interval Controls how often to start TCP Packetization-
Layer
Path MTU Discovery reprobe. The default is
reprobing every 10 minutes as per RFC4821.

net.ipv4.tcp_probe_threshold Controls when TCP Packetization-Layer Path
MTU Discovery
probing will stop in respect to the width of search
range in bytes.
Default is 8 bytes.

net.ipv4.tcp_reordering Initial reordering level of packets in a TCP
stream.
TCP stack can then dynamically adjust �ow re-
ordering level between this initial
value and tcp_max_reordering Default: 3

net.ipv4.tcp_retrans_collapse Bug-to-bug compatibility with some broken print-
ers.
On retransmit try to send bigger packets to work
around bugs in certain TCP stacks.
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net.ipv4.tcp_retries1 This value in�uences the time, after which TCP
decides,
that something is wrong due to unacknowledged
RTO retransmissions, and reports
this suspicion to the network layer.
RFC 1122 recommends at least 3 retransmissions,
which is the default.

net.ipv4.tcp_retries2 This value in�uences the timeout of an alive TCP
connection,
when RTO retransmissions remain unacknowl-
edged.
Given a value of N, a hypothetical TCP connec-
tion following exponential
backo� with an initial RTO of TCP_RTO_MIN
would retransmit N times before killing
the connection at the (N+1)th RTO.
The default value of 15 yields a hypothetical time-
out of 924.6 seconds and
is a lower bound for the e�ective timeout.
TCP will e�ectively time out at the �rst RTO
which exceeds the hypothetical timeout.
RFC 1122 recommends at least 100 seconds for
the timeout, which corresponds to
a value of at least 8.

net.ipv4.tcp_rfc1337 If set, the TCP stack behaves conforming to
RFC1337. If unset,
we are not conforming to RFC, but prevent TCP
TIME_WAIT assassination.
Default: 0

net.ipv4.tcp_rmem Vector of 3 INTEGERs: min, default, max min:
Minimal size
of receive bu�er used by TCP sockets. It is guar-
anteed to each TCP socket, even
under moderate memory pressure. Default: 1
page default: initial size of
receive bu�er used by TCP sockets. This value
overrides
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net.core.rmem_default used by other protocols.
Default: 87380 bytes.
This value results in window of 65535 with default
setting of tcp_adv_win_scale
and tcp_app_win:0 and a bit less for default
tcp_app_win. See below about these variables.
max: maximal size of receive bu�er allowed for
automatically selected receiver
bu�ers for TCP socket. This value does not over-
ride
net.core.rmem_max.
Calling setsockopt() with SO_RCVBUF disables
automatic tuning of that socket's
receive bu�er size, in which case this value is ig-
nored.
Default: between 87380B and 6MB, depending on
RAM size.

net.ipv4.tcp_sack Enable select acknowledgments (SACKS).

net.ipv4.tcp_slow_ If set, provide RFC2861 behavior and time out
the congestion

start_after_idle window after an idle period. An idle period is
de�ned at the
current RTO. If unset, the congestion window will
not be timed out after an idle period.
Default: 1

net.ipv4.tcp_stdurg Use the Host requirements interpretation of the
TCP urgent
pointer �eld.
Most hosts use the older BSD interpretation, so if
you turn this on Linux might
not communicate correctly with them.
Default: FALSE

net.ipv4.tcp_syn_retries Number of times initial SYNs for an active TCP
connection
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attempt will be retransmitted. Should not be
higher than 127. Default value
is 6, which corresponds to 63seconds till the last
retransmission with the
current initial RTO of 1 second. With this the
�nal timeout for an active TCP
connection attempt will happen after 127 seconds.

net.ipv4.tcp_synack_retries Number of times SYNACKs for a passive TCP
connection
attempt will be retransmitted. Should not be
higher than 255.
Default value is 5, which corresponds to 31seconds
till the last retransmission
with the current initial RTO of 1second. With
this the �nal timeout for
a passive TCP connection will happen after 63sec-
onds.

net.ipv4.tcp_syncookies Only valid when the kernel was compiled with
CONFIG_SYN_COOKIES
Send out syncookies when the syn backlog queue
of a socket over�ows.
This is to prevent against the common 'SYN �ood
attack' Default: 1
Note, that syncookies is fallback facility. It MUST
NOT be used to help highly
loaded servers to stand against legal connection
rate. If you see SYN �ood
warnings in your logs, but investigation shows
that they occur because of
overload with legal connections, you should tune
another parameters until this
warning disappear. syncookies seriously violate
TCP protocol, do not allow
to use TCP extensions, can result in serious degra-
dation of some services
(f.e. SMTP relaying), visible not by you, but your
clients and relays,
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contacting you. While you see SYN �ood warn-
ings in logs not being really �ooded,
your server is seriously miscon�gured.
If you want to test which e�ects syncookies have
to your network connections
you can set this knob to 2 to enable uncondition-
ally generation of syncookies.

net.ipv4.tcp_thin_dupack Enable dynamic triggering of retransmissions
after one dupACK for thin streams. If set, a check
is performed upon reception
of a dupACK to determine if the stream is thin
(less than 4 packets in �ight).
As long as the stream is found to be thin, data is
retransmitted on the �rst
received dupACK. This improves retransmission
latency for non-aggressive
thin streams, often found to be time-dependent.

net.ipv4.tcp_thin_linear_ Enable dynamic triggering of linear timeouts
timeouts for thin streams. If set, a check is performed upon

retransmission by timeout
to determine if the stream is thin (less than 4
packets in �ight).
As long as the stream is found to be thin, up to 6
linear timeouts may be
performed before exponential backo� mode is ini-
tiated. This improves
retransmission latency for non-aggressive thin
streams, often found to be
time-dependent.Default: 0

net.ipv4.tcp_timestamps Enable timestamps as de�ned in RFC1323. 0:
Disabled.
1: Enable timestamps as de�ned in RFC1323 and
use random o�set for each
connection rather than only using the current
time.
2: Like 1, but without random o�sets. Default:
1.
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net.ipv4.tcp_tso_win_divisor This allows control over what percentage of
the congestion window can be consumed by a sin-
gle TSO frame. The setting of
this parameter is a choice between burstiness and
building larger TSO frames. Default: 3

net.ipv4.tcp_tw_recycle Enable fast recycling TIME-WAIT sockets. De-
fault value
is 0. It should not be changed without advice/re-
quest of technical experts.

net.ipv4.tcp_tw_reuse Allow to reuse TIME-WAIT sockets for new con-
nections when
it is safe from protocol viewpoint. Default value
is 0. It should not be
changed without advice/request of technical ex-
perts.

net.ipv4.tcp_window_scaling Enable window scaling as de�ned in RFC1323.

net.ipv4.tcp_wmem Each TCP socket has rights to use it due to fact
of its birth.
Default: 1 page default: initial size of send bu�er
used by TCP sockets.
This value overrides net.core.wmem_default used
by other protocols.
It is usually lower than net.core.wmem_default.
Default: 16K
max: Maximal amount of memory allowed for au-
tomatically tuned send bu�ers for
TCP sockets. This value does not override
net.core.wmem_max.
Calling setsockopt() with SO_SNDBUF disables
automatic tuning of that socket's
send bu�er size, in which case this value is ig-
nored. Default: between
64K and 4MB, depending on RAM size.

net.ipv4.tcp_workaround_ If set, assume no receipt of a window
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signed_windows scaling option means the remote TCP is broken
and treats the window as a signed quantity.
If unset, assume the remote TCP is not broken
even if we do not receive a
window scaling option from them. Default: 0

net.ipv4.udp_mem vector of 3 INTEGERs: min, pressure, max Num-
ber of
pages allowed for queueing by all UDP sockets.
min: Below this number of pages UDP is not
bothered about its memory appetite.
When amount of memory allocated by UDP ex-
ceeds this number, UDP starts to
moderate memory usage.
pressure: This value was introduced to follow for-
mat of tcp_mem.
max: Number of pages allowed for queueing by
all UDP sockets. Default is
calculated at boot time from amount of available
memory.

net.ipv4.udp_rmem_min Minimal size of receive bu�er used by UDP sock-
ets in moderation.
Each UDP socket is able to use the size for receiv-
ing data, even if total pages
of UDP sockets exceed udp_mem pressure. The
unit is byte. Default: 1 page

net.ipv4.udp_wmem_min Minimal size of send bu�er used by UDP sockets
in
moderation. Each UDP socket is able to use the
size for sending data, even
if total pages of UDP sockets exceed udp_mem
pressure. The unit is byte.
Default: 1 page

net.ipv4.xfrm4_gc_thresh The threshold at which we will start garbage col-
lecting
for IPv4 destination cache entries. At twice this
value the system will refuse
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new allocations. The value must be set below the
�owcache limit
(4096 * number of online cpus) to take e�ect.

Table C.1: IPv4 and Core Kernel variables
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